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ABSTRACT
THE HOMESTEAD HELPER HANDBOOK
MAY 2021
COURTNEY A. JURZYNSKI
B.ARCH, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.ARCH, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Carey Clouse
When the pandemic hit, and grocery stores and other necessities started to shut
down and create havoc amongst the general public, it became clear that having the ability
to rely on a self-sufficient homestead might be the only way to survive and thrive. As a
graduate student who has studied architecture and sustainability, this idea seems possible.
As an average human with no prior architectural or homesteading knowledge, this idea is
daunting.
This thesis is asking, is there a systematic way to develop a tool to evaluate, and
aid in the design of, a self-sustaining, off-grid homestead? Can this tool make
homesteading and living a self-sufficient, off-grid lifestyle more attainable to any person
who wishes to try it out?
With these questions in mind, the Homestead Helper Handbook: A Guide to Help
Start a Self-Sufficient, Off-Grid Homestead in New England from the Ground Up has
been developed to offer a cohesive approach, detailing the components that could go into
the makeup of the homestead. Suggestions regarding the site, livestock, crops, and built
vi

structures will be made based off of specific input values of the future homesteader,
leaving the reader with a well-rounded, precise breakdown and understanding of what
might go into the homestead, allowing it to successfully function off-grid and selfsufficiently. Thus, it makes the idea of living a self-sufficient and off-grid life in New
England more attainable to any human who wishes to do so.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Idea
Being one with nature, living off the land, and not being reliant on other humans or
utilities has always been just a dream. After the pandemic hit in March of 2020, one thing
became extremely clear, and terrifying: If the grocery stores, markets, pharmacies, and
utility companies all shut down for good, how would anyone survive? The general
population has become so reliant on outside sources for survival, that if a catastrophe
more extreme than the pandemic hit, there would be a major problem at hand. Once this
registered, the idea of being self-sustaining became not just a dream, but a realistic need.
This is where the Homestead Helper Handbook comes in. Rather than homesteading
just being a fad for people who have the means to flip their entire lifestyle upside-down
and transition from their normal day to day life into an off-grid one, the Homestead
Helper Handbook will make the dream of starting a self-sufficient homestead an
attainable reality for everyone. It will allow any type of human to plan for success not
just for their future, but for the future of generations to come.
Homesteads have been around since the dawn of time. When designed and planned
correctly, they have the means to support multiple generations of family and inhabitants.
By using time tested ideas, and combining them with the new technologies of today’s
world, a homestead built today has the means to be far more successful. Putting in the
necessary work to correctly design and start up a homestead will make the thought of
survival for the future much less terrifying. If another pandemic, or other major
catastrophe hit, the inhabitants of the homestead will have what is needed for survival,
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having made the choice to start an off-grid, self-sufficient homestead that is equipped
with everything that is needed to live life and prosper without the need to rely on other
humans or public utilities.
Through the use of the Homestead Helper Handbook, a site, and funds to use towards
starting up the homestead, any human from any background will have the ability to start
designing, planning, and laying out the four main components of their homestead: the
site, home, crops, and livestock. This thesis works through one scenario, simulating the
use of the Homestead Helper Handbook from a four-person family’s point of view. By
working through the handbook using real inputs, it will become clear what needs to be
put in, and then what will come out of using this handbook as a guide for decision
making for the design and planning process of the homestead.
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2. BACKGROUND
The following research has been conducted on the basis of components that go
into the makeup of an off-grid, self-sufficient home and homestead. The information
has been collected in note format by creating lists and charts to form a well-rounded,
full understanding of all components prior to applying them to the Homestead Helper
Handbook. The data is comprised of specific information vital to understanding
before applying to a floor plan, section, or site plan; such as product and placement
requirements, climate needs, physical attributes, usage data, and costs. The research
collected for the background section directly led to the suggestions within each
associated section of the handbook, and were determined based on size and space
requirements, along with average cost information in order to fit within the criteria of
each associated section.
2.1 Power/Electricity
a. Solar: Photovoltaic Panels
i. General Information
-

Typical residential solar panel dimensions: 65 inches x 39 inches (5.4 feet x 3.25
ft)(SunPower 2019)


Size can vary slightly based on manufacturer

-

26% federal tax credit (2020)

-

Homeowners can recover solar investment in 8-15 years

-

Panels generate around 290 watts per panel(Ibid)

-

Measured in kWh and sold in kW


kW = 1000 watts
3



kWh = 1000 watts used continuously for 1 hour



solar sold in kW = peak DC capacity of all the solar panels
 system of 20 x 250 watt solar panels = 5 kW system

-

Things to consider when designing for PV panels:


South facing



No large trees blocking sun



Panels are intended to last 20-25 years, ensure roof will not need repairing
in that time

ii. Average Costs (by state)
Average Cost for New England: $15,108.33
Connecticut: Average gross price: $13,600(EnergySage 2020)
System Size

System Cost

System Cost (after tax
credit)
3 kW
$8160
$6038
4 kW
$10880
$8051
5 kW
$13600
$10064
6 kW
$16320
$12077
7 kW
$19040
$14090
8 kW
$21760
$16102
9 kW
$24480
$18115
10 kW
$27200
$20128
Figure 1: Photovoltaic Systems Breakdown – Connecticut(Ibid)

Maine: Average gross price: $14,750(Ibid)
System Size

System Cost

3 kW
4 kW
5 kW

$8850
$11800
$14750
4

System Cost (after tax
credit)
$6549
$8732
$10915

6 kW
$17700
$13098
7 kW
$20650
$15281
8 kW
$23600
$17464
9 kW
$26550
$19647
10 kW
$29500
$21830
Figure 2: Photovoltaic Systems Breakdown – Maine(Ibid)
Massachusetts: Average gross price: $15,900(Ibid)
System Size

System Cost

System Cost (after tax
credit)
3 kW
$9540
$7060
4 kW
$12720
$9413
5 kW
$15900
$11766
6 kW
$19080
$14119
7 kW
$22260
$16472
8 kW
$25440
$18826
9 kW
$28620
$21179
10 kW
$31800
$23532
Figure 3: Photovoltaic Systems Breakdown – Massachusetts(Ibid)

New Hampshire: Average gross price: $16,050(Ibid)
System Size

System Cost

System Cost (after tax
credit)
3 kW
$9630
$7126
4 kW
$12840
$9502
5 kW
$16050
$11877
6 kW
$19260
$14252
7 kW
$22470
$16628
8 kW
$25680
$19003
9 kW
$28890
$21379
10 kW
$32100
$23754
Figure 4: Photovoltaic Systems Breakdown – Massachusetts(Ibid)

Rhode Island: Average gross price: $14,850(Ibid)
System Size

System Cost

3 kW
4 kW

$8910
$11880
5

System Cost (after tax
credit)
$6593
$8791

5 kW
$14850
$10989
6 kW
$17820
$13187
7 kW
$20790
$15385
8 kW
$23760
$17582
9 kW
$26730
$19780
10 kW
$29700
$21978
Figure 5: Photovoltaic Systems Breakdown - Rhode Island(Ibid)
Vermont: Average gross price: $15,500(Ibid)
System Size

System Cost

System Cost (after tax
credit)
3 kW
$9300
$6882
4 kW
$12400
$9176
5 kW
$15500
$11470
6 kW
$18600
$13764
7 kW
$21700
$16058
8 kW
$24800
$18352
9 kW
$27900
$20646
10 kW
$31000
$22940
Figure 6: Photovoltaic Systems Breakdown – Vermont(Ibid)

b. Water: Hydropower and Microhydropower
i. General Information
-

Costs:


Conventional Hydropower = $1000 - $5000 per kW(NHA 2009)



Microhydropower = $4000 - $6000 per kW(Ibid)



River powered (Run of River) = $1500 - $6000 per kW(Ibid)



Underground pumped storage = $1010 - $4500 per kW(Ibid)

-

Residential systems generate an average of up to 100 kW of electricity.

-

A 10 kW system would provide enough power for a large home or small farm

-

To determine if the water on site can produce enough electricity, must know:


Head: the vertical distance water is falling
6

 Measured in feet, meters, unit of pressure
 Function of the channel or pipe through which it is flowing
 Sites generally categorized as low head or high head
 High head = less water to produce power. Smaller equipment can
be used, which is less expensive.
 Low head = less than 10 feet in elevation change for vertical drop
* vertical drop of less than 2 feet is generally unfeasible for
electricity production. Unless extremely small energy amounts are
needed, then 13 inches of water or more can support turbine.
 Gross head (vertical distance from top of penstock to point where
water discharges turbine) and net head ( gross head – losses due to
friction and turbulence in pipe = net head) both need to be
considered.
 Professional survey of site should be done to best determine head.
Rough estimate can be found using U.S. Geological Survey maps.
 If quick, very rough, measurement of head is needed, hose-tube
method can be used.


Flow: the quantity of the water that is falling
 Measured in gallons per minute, cubic feet per second, liters per
second
 Recommended to determine flow: data from U.S. Geological
Survey, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, local engineer, local flood control authorities.
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 If quick, very rough, measurement of flow is needed, bucket or
weight-float method can be used.
* Most microhydropower systems have an output of 53% efficiency, which is
determined using this equation(Ibid):
[net head (feet) x flow (gpm)] = W(Ibid)
10
-

Hydroelectric systems typically last, and state and federal incentives are
sometimes available.

-

States control water rights over water, right to produce power may be needed in
order to use.
ii. Components

-

Turbine

-

Pump

-



Can substitute for hydraulic turbine



More readily available than turbine and less expensive



Must have more constant head and flow



Less efficient than turbine

Waterwheel


-

Less practical, very large and have slow speed

How it works together:
1. Water is conveyed through penstock (pressurized pipe), pipe, or channel
2. Energy from flowing water goes through turbine, pump, or waterwheel
and is turned into rotational energy.
8

3. Rotational energy is turned into electricity by alternator or generator
4. Generator is controlled by regulator
5. Electricity is delivered to specific locations through wiring

iii. Impulse Turbines
-

Commonly used with high head system, rely on velocity of water.

-

Three types:


Pelton wheel
 Uses jet force to create energy
 Water funneled into pressurized pipe with narrow nozzle, sprays
out of nozzle in a jet, strikes double-cupped buckets on wheel,
wheel rotates at rates of 70-90%(Energy.gov 2020)
 Low flow, high head



Turgo wheel
 Uses same concept as pelton wheel but is half the size of it
 Angles spray to hit three buckets at once, moves twice as fast
 Very few or no gears needed
 Low flow, medium or high head



Jack Rabbit turbine
 Can generate power in as little as 13 inches of water with no head

2.2 Water
a. Well
i. General Information
9

-

Cost:


$5500 (at an average 150 foot depth)(HomeAdvisor 2021b)



Could cost as low as $1500 for easy terrain, or up to $12000 for difficult
terrain or deep dig(Ibid)

-



$15 - $30 per foot of depth of dig(Ibid)



Up to $50 per foot of depth of dig with difficult terrain/soil type(Ibid)

Types:


Bored Wells (Dug)
 Dug by hand with a shovel or using a backhoe
 Cased (not continuously) to prevent collapse using stones, brick,
tile, etc.
 Large in diameter
 Dug 10 – 30 feet deep



Driven Wells
 Pipe is driven into ground
 Continuously cased
 30 – 50 feet deep
 Have potential of being contaminated because water is drawn from
nearby aquifers



Drilled Wells
 Percussion or rotary-drilling machine is needed for construction
 Continuously cased
 Can be 1000 feet deep
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ii. Location on Site
-

Rainwater must flow away from well

-

Septic tanks and septic leach fields must be at least 50 feet from the well to
prevent contamination

-

Livestock, their yards, and silos for storage must be at least 50 feet from the well
to prevent contamination

-

Any petroleum tanks, or manure or fertilizer storage as well as handling the
manure or fertilizer must be at least 100 feet from the well to prevent
contamination

-

Manure stacks must be at least 250 feet from the well to prevent contamination

b. Gravity Fed
i. General Information
-

-

-

Cost:


Can cost anywhere from $1000-10,000(Niskanen 2003)



Depends on situation and site

Can be fed from:


Spring



Stream



Creek



Rain barrel



any uphill source of water

Water can be used for:

11



Showering



Watering plants/crops/gardens



Animal/barn needs



Whole home (if enough water is accessible)
ii. Things to Keep in Mind

-

Source of water has to be higher in elevation from final location in order to work
properly

-

Distance water has to flow to make it to home/barn should not be very long

-

If there is little to no incline to allow for the water to flow, system will not work
properly

-

Using the correct size pipe is necessary to get most out of flow

-

Types of terrain will affect flow

-

If multiple side extensions are being used, flow will be affected
iii. Water Management

-

Water will need to be treated in order to kill bacteria and allow it to be safe to
have in home/barn

-

1 tablespoon of bleach per every 100-gallons

-

Whole house filter can be used to remove bacteria, but does not purify

-

Can install a bio-sand filter which allows water to filter through and purify at
same time

c. Rain Water Harvesting

12

State
Avg. Monthly Rainfall (inches)
Connecticut
3.69
Maine
3.49
Massachusetts
3.63
New Hampshire
3.38
Rhode Island
8.54
Vermont
3.65
Figure 7: Average Monthly Rainfall Per State(US Climate Data 2021)
i. General Information
-

Rain water harvesting uses water that runs off of the roof and is diverted into a
catchment system

-

Roof size determines how much water runoff can be collected

-

Location will determine if rain water harvesting is possible

-

Roofs best suited for water catchment are:

-



Asphalt shingle



Slate



Tin



Aluminum

It is necessary to keep the roof of your home/barn clean in order to ensure the
water being collected is clean, this can be achieved using roof washers and roofwater filters

-

Roof washer:


Diverts contaminated water running down the roof away from cistern/rain
barrel

13



The rain water at the beginning of rainfall is most contaminated with
atmospheric pollutants, so water is diverted until enough has fallen to
ensure it is clean


-

-

Makes sure the water being collected is clean as can be

Roof-water filter:


In between the catchment and the cistern



Removes contaminates from water before entering into cistern/rain barrel



Filter consists of layers of gravel and sand, between 1 foot and 3 feet thick

Open gutters should have guards along the top of the catchment to keep out tree
and animal particles

a. Cistern
i. General Information
-

Cost:


-

5500 gallon, underground, precast concrete = $17000 - $21000(Meier 2018)

Size:


If tank dimensions = 15’ length x 8.5’ width x 8’ height then pit dimensions =
17’ length x 10.5’ width x 10’ height(Meier 2018)

-

Sizing formula:


Volume of a square cistern: Volume (gallons) = (L x W x H)7.5(PennState
Extension 2016)



Volume of a circular cistern: Volume (gallons) =
0.785(diameter)2(depth)7.5(Ibid)
14

-

Cisterns need to be disinfected before use
ii. Water Management

-

Water being stored inside cistern needs to be disinfected every week or so with bleach

-

Rainwater has the ability to corrode so using PVC or PEX pipes are necessary

-

Also might have to add neutralizing agent to water being stored in cistern
ii. Materials

-

Cast-in-place reinforced concrete (recommended for underground placement)

-

Cinderblocks and concrete (common for underground placement)

-

Brick with mortar with cement interior

-

Stone with mortar with cement interior

-

Precast concrete

-

Ready-made steel tank

-

Redwood tank

-

Fiberglass
iv.

-

Construction

Any concrete that is used for a cistern must be reinforced with steel rods and at least 6
inches thick

-

Top of cistern should be reinforced concrete

-

Top should fit tightly onto structure

-

Watertight manhole (at least 2 feet in diameter) should be in top of structure, but
located near the side of the structure for access into tank for maintenance

-

A screened vent pipe at the top of the cistern is necessary to allow circulation of fresh
air throughout the tank
15

-

Interior of cistern needs to be smooth and non-porous

-

Large diameter, plastic overflow pipe(s) that with a screened end that leads to the
outside of tank are necessary

-

Cistern should never be connected to any sewer line

-

3-4 inch ‘cleanout drain’ is also necessary, with a valve that can open and close in
order to get rid of sediment during cleaning

-

Water line that attaches cistern’s intake head to the home or barn must be buried
below frost line

-

Intake head to be located at least 1-foot above cistern floor so sediment that is sitting
on the bottom is not sent into home/barn

-

Water from heavy rainstorm or being delivered by truck should go through a “force
breaker box” constructed out of concrete blocks at the inlets in order to slow down
the flow of water and cause minimal stirring of the sediment in the tank
Annual Water Needs (gallons)
Recommended Cistern Size (gallons)
20,000
5,000
40,000
10,000
80,000
20,000
120,000
30,000
160,000
40,000
200,000
50,000
Figure 8: Cistern Tank Sizing(PennState Extension 2016)
v.
-

Location on site

Cistern should be situated next to home or barn in which it is providing water
to

-

Above or below ground (below ground is recommended so cistern does not
freeze during cold months)
16

-

Can be located in home’s basement or under decks/porches

-

Foundations can be used as cistern wall or as support

-

Site should be graded away from cistern so surface water does not flow into it
and cause contamination

-

Do not place cistern in a low area in the yard where it could be contaminated

-

Cistern should be located above any sewage or wastewater to prevent
contamination
 10 feet from sewer lines/drains(Ibid)
 50 feet from sewer lines/drains that are not watertight(Ibid)
 50 feet from septic tanks(Ibid)
 50 feet from sewage absorption field(Ibid)
 50 feet from animal stables(Ibid)
 100 feet from sewage cesspool/leaching privies(Ibid)

b. Rain Barrel
i. General Information
-

Cost: $100(Lerman 2016)

-

Much simpler and less expensive than a cistern, but still work the same

-

Divert and store rainwater

-

Water stored in rain barrel can be used for all outdoor water needs:
 Water plants/crops/garden
 Water lawn
ii. Construction
17

-

Divert the normal gutter coming off of roof to rain barrel

-

It is convenient to raise the rain barrel off the ground on a pallet or cinder
blocks in order to have room for bucket/watering can to fit under the spigot

-

Having screen over downspout and on gutters will help keep rain barrel clean
from debris

-

Using caulk/sheet metal, secure downspout to barrel

-

Have overflow area that drains water away from barrel to prevent
contamination
iii. Rain Barrel Management

-

Keep barrel clean when empty

-

Periodically empty completely in order to clean

-

Make sure there is no leaks or low spots in gutter to prevent leakage and
collection

-

Periodically check/clean downspouts in case of clogging

-

Make sure overflow area doesn’t flood, get backed up, or start flowing into
unwanted areas
iv. Winter Rain Barrel Management

-

Rain barrels can easily freeze once temperatures start dropping for the winter

-

Empty barrel and turn upside down, can be left outdoors for the winter as long
as no water is still inside of it

-

When detaching the barrel, turn downspout from gutter so any water that
flows out of it will go away from home/barn and foundation

-

Leave water spigot open to allow for some air flow
18

2.3 Septic
a. Blackwater
-

All wastewater that comes from toilets

-

For off-grid systems, separating blackwater from greywater makes treatment and
disposal safer and more efficient

-

Note: Some towns or counties may require both blackwater and greywater to be
treated through a septic system

-

Note: Be conscious of what products are going down the drain other than just
wastewater, for off-grid systems, harmful chemicals can prevent the system from
working properly and harm the environment in which the greywater is being disposed
into

b. Traditional Septic Systems (Blackwater Systems)
-

Note: Although these are generally not “off-grid”, the town or county that the
homestead exists in may require a septic system/tank that falls underneath one of the
following categories, so they have been added here for reference.

c. Greywater
-

Wastewater from:


Washing machines



Sinks
19



Tubs



Showers

-

Greywater makes up 50-80% of wastewater residentially(Ludwig 1991)

-

Only about 7% of households in the United States reuse their greywater(Ibid)

d. Greywater Systems
i. General Information:
-

It is best to integrate the idea/planning of a greywater system within the design phase
because it could effect important decisions like:

-



Location of the home/barn



Location of crops/gardens

Placing the location of the sources of greywater as high (in elevation) above the
crops/gardens (where the greywater will be used) as possible, the more benefits the
homeowner will receive

-

If the only option is to get the water uphill (or up in elevation) then a pump will be
necessary

-

If the drainpipes are easily accessible to whoever will be maintaining them, the
safer/better the system will be

-

Positive attributes to using a greywater system:


Takes wastewater and reuses the nutrients



Replaces the need for using fresh water in certain situations



Takes a majority of wastewater out of septic tanks which lowers the strain on
them, can actually prolong the life of a septic tank
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The upper most region of our soil is superior in purifying and filtering
greywater



Can potentially eliminate the need for a septic tank all together (if used with
composting toilets, etc.)



Reduces the need for using chemicals to filter and purify



Reduces the need for using energy in order to filter and purify



Returning the water back into the soil benefits the soil, plants, trees, springs,
etc.



Can help make a landscape flourish without the use of fresh water



There are lots of nutrients present in greywater, by sending them through the
soil it helps to reclaim them

-

Situations when using a greywater system is not recommended:


If there is not a sufficient amount of space for the process to happen



If all the home/barn plumbing is located within a concrete slab, the drainage
pipes used to reroute the greywater might be inaccessible



If the soil where your home/barn is located is very permeable or impermeable,
the greywater will not be filtered properly



If the climate where the property is located is very wet, it might not be
necessary to reuse the wastewater and instead, find a way to dispose of it other
than through the septic might be recommended



If the climate where the property is located is very cold, the system will be
frozen for part of the year
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Some towns/counties actually do not allow for greywater systems due to
health concerns



If the sewer/septic system is designed for a high flow of wastewater at all
times, eliminating the greywater from the system could actually be harmful to
it
ii. Components

-

Collection plumbing:


-

pipes that move greywater from inside the house/barn to outside

Surge tank, filter, pump:


not necessary, but make it easier to distribute large flows of water from the
collection plumbing to the end location

-

Distribution plumbing:


Necessary for moving the greywater into the yard/crops/gardens and
distributing it to the plants/crops that needs it
iii. Things to keep in mind

-

Soil that the water is being added into should get the chance to dry out or fill with air
every 24 hours or so

-

A slope of about 2% (or ¼” per foot) is necessary to move water to the desired
location(s)(Ibid)

-

It will be necessary to know the percolation (perk rate) of the soil that the water is
going through (the rate that the water gets absorbed into the soil)


Soil that is mostly clay = slow perk



Rock = slow perk (or even no perk)
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-



Sand = high perk



Gravel = high perk

If soil is slow perk, it could cause standing water that could create very horrible
smells

-

If soil is very high perk, it could actually lead to contamination of the groundwater
beneath the soil layer

-

How to measure perk without the need for a surveyor:


Dig a hole about 6-12” deep at the area of the site that will be used for
crops/gardens/usage



Place a stake (or ruler/yard stick) in the hole



Fill the hole with water, and then record how long it takes for the water that
has been poured in to drop a certain number of inches (self-chosen)



Repeat the previous step multiple times until the soil continues to suck up the
water at the same rate for multiple trials in a row



With this data, translate it into how many minutes per inch the water soaks in,
that number is the percolation of the soil

-

Rule of thumb for most plants = ½ gallon of water per week per square foot of plant
(.5gal/week/ft2)(Ibid)

-

Evapotranspiration (ET) = the evaporation from plants + the transpiration through the
plant’s leaves

-

Do not reuse greywater that has been used to clean soiled diapers or has been
originally used by someone with an infectious disease
iv. Ways to prevent contamination of surface water
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-

Discharge greywater underground

-

If enough soil is not present or the perk rate is not ideal, add mulch to contain water
and slow its travel

-

If soil is very saturated already, do not let the greywater flow into it

-

Add the greywater to the soil intermittently so the soil can get air in between and so
that the soil is not completely saturated at all times
v. Types of Greywater Systems
Simple systems:
1) Drain to Mulch Basin/Drain Out Back


$5-10 (plus cost of mulch)(Ibid)



Easy to construct, very easy to use



Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink



Specs:
 Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house to a mulch basin filled
with plants that can handle the flow of water being transported from
the greywater fixtures.



Requirements:
 In order to use without the need for a pump, place greywater fixtures
above the location that is being irrigated so the downward slope of the
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pipes will transport the greywater from the fixtures to the ground using
gravity.


Positive Attributes:
 Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
 Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
 Eliminates need for a septic system
2) Movable Drain



$50-100(Ibid)



Easy to construct, moderately easy to use



Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink



Usually made out of PVC which works very well for acting as the pipe, but is
very bad for the environment to produce and could potentially not be good for
the plants that the water will be entering into.



Specs:
 ABS waste line leads from collection plumbing, down to a mulch
basin, then transports greywater to plants or other basins using flexible
PVC (1” diameter).



Requirements:
 In order to use without the need for a pump, place greywater fixtures
above the location that is being irrigated so there is a constant
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downward slope of the flexible PVC to transport the greywater from
the fixtures to the mulch basins using gravity.


Positive Attributes:
 Flexible PVC can be positioned and turned in almost any direction (as
long as there is a constant downward slope) to use for outdoor
watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
 Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
 Eliminates need for a septic system
3) Branched Drain



$50-1000+(Ibid)



Difficult to construct, very easy to use



Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink



Specs:
 Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house, is split into a
branching network, and then leads to a mulch basin filled with plants
that can handle the flow of water being transported from the greywater
fixtures.



Requirements:
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 Place greywater fixtures above the location that is being irrigated
because a constant downhill slope is required in order to transport
water to the multiple mulch basins and irrigation needs.


Positive Attributes:
 Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
 Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
 Eliminates need for a septic system
 Inexpensive and automated and requires little maintenance
4) Laundry to Landscape



$50-500(Ibid)



Easy to construct, moderately easy to use



Can use greywater from:





Laundry/dishwasher



Tub/shower/bathroom sink

Specs:


Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the

washing machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s
drainage plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to
transfer the water from the washing machine to the outside.


Requirements:


Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the

washing machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1”
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polyethylene pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of
a wash cycle without the need for a surge tank.


Positive Attributes:


Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)



Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs



Can be used as a retrofit



Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
5) Mulch Basins

 $0(Ibid)
 Very easy to construct, very easy to use
 Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink


Specs:
 A dug basin that is filled with mulch where greywater flows into. Can
be dug around a tree, or dug for the addition of plants.



Requirements:
 Dig a donut shape hole in the ground that is at least 10” deep.
 Fill with mulch (woodchips) and organic waste.



Positive Attributes:
 Makes it so the greywater being transported from inside the house has
a place to go and cannot be accessible to humans or animals.
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 The mulch will soak up greywater and releases it slowly when the
ground is in need of irrigation
 Mulch is very helpful to the nutrients within the greywater and the
soil.
Complex systems:
6) Mini-Leachfields
 $200-500(Ibid)
 Moderately easy to construct, moderately easy to use
 Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink (sometimes)


Specs:
 A completely buried subsurface irrigation method that distributes
water evenly underneath gravel or mulch.



Requirements:
 A splitting tee, ½” tubing that goes through the bottom of an upsidedown flower pot, with another splitting tee at the end.
 A mulch filled basin is necessary to drain all of the greywater into.



Positive Attributes:
 Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
 Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
 Evenly distributes the greywater
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7) Subsoil Infiltration Galleys
 $100-1000(Ibid)
 Difficult to construct, easy to use
 Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink


Specs:
 Greywater is transferred from drainage to open spaces below the soil.
The infiltrators are just for receiving water at surges.



Requirements:
 Infiltrator and active earthworms to act as filtration.



Positive Attributes:
 Do not let soil leak in and in some cases can even hold blackwater
because of their safety.
 Good for subsoil distribution.
8) Solar Greywater Greenhouse

 $100-300 (and a greenhouse)(Ibid)
 Very difficult to construct, easy to use
 Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink
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Specs:
 Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store
heat and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants yearround even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.



Requirements:
 Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes
the water to the plant beds.
 Needs a greenhouse.



Positive Attributes:
 Can help provide crops year round
 Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
 Can provide heat into the home if attached
9) Constructed Wetlands



$300-15000(Ibid)



Very difficult to construct, easy to use



Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink



Specs:



Requirements:



Positive Attributes:
10) Septic Tank to Subsurface Drip
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$5000-30000(Ibid)



Very difficult to construct, easy to use



Can use greywater from:
 Laundry/dishwasher
 Tub/shower/bathroom sink
 Kitchen sink



Specs:
 Only works well in wet climates and the plants within the wetlands
must be able to handle constant wetness. Greywater gets transferred
below the surface of the ground, into gravel and plant roots. The plants
are responsible for cleaning/filtering the water that flows through it.



Requirements:
 Infiltrator
 Wetlands filled with gravel, soil, and plants
 Aquatic plants



Positive Attributes:
 Can turn blackwater into greywater/water for irrigation
 Very effective at filtering/cleaning the greywater

e. Composting Toilet
i.
-

General Information

Reasons other than going off-grid why composting toilets are a good idea:


Septic systems are expensive and invasive to the land
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-



Can be used without installing plumbing



Saves on water, eliminates need for water in some cases

Composting toilets can work in a few ways(Green Matters 2020):


Dry composting (does not use water, also could be called waterless)



Electric composting toilet (electricity can be used to aid in the composting
process by using a small fan and/or heating elements)



Solar composting (can be used to run small fan, can be used to create
greenhouse effect)



Portable composting (such as a toilet used in an RV, boat, etc. Can also refer
to a DIY composting toilet which is made up of containers or even a bucket)

- Components of a waterless composting toilet(NPS 2021):


Chamber to collect the waste and decompose of it



Source of ventilation and exhaust to keep a flow of air and prevent smell
ii.

Types of composting toilets
1) Self-Contained Composting Toilet

-

-

Cost:


Self-contained = start at $1,400(AHS 2021)



Built by homeowner = start at $50(Ibid)

Types of Self-Contained Composting Toilets:


Manual


Requires a human to manually mix the waste to allow for the

composting process to happen
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Multiple buckets (or trays) collects the compost in batches, buckets

have to be changed
 Semi-Automatic


Does not require to manually mix compost



Semi-automatic means either it has a mixing arm, heating elements

(to speed up the composting process) or exhaust fans
 Fully Automatic


Equipped with an automatic mixing arm, exhaust fan, and a

heating element in the Biodrum all within the system


Requires more power to run than a manually mixed system
2) Central Composting Toilet

-

Cost: $2005(Sun-Mar 2021)

-

Can be used with two types of toilets


Ultra low-flush



Waterless

-

Can be manual or electric

-

Generally can connect up to three toilets per composter

-

Purchase specific sized system based off of usage requirements and accessibility to
electricity

-

Called a central composting toilet because the waste travels to a central location
within the home where the composting occurs

-

Components:


Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
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Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes up and
out



If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting



If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
3) Remote

-

Very similar to the central composting toilet, but the word remote refers to the fact
that the waste travels to a remote location on the site where the composting occurs

-

-

Can be used with two types of toilets


Ultra low-flush



Waterless

Components:


Pipe transfers waste to remote composting unit



Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes up and
out



If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting



If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required

2.4 Heating Systems
a. Wood/Pellet Stove(Full Service Chimney 2020)
i. General Information
-

Cost of a wood stove: $2500(Ibid)

-

Annual cost for wood: free (if ample amount of wood is available) $1022(Stephenson 2021)
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-

Cost of a pellet stove: $2500(Full Service Chimney 2020)

-

Annual cost for pellets: $1497(Stephenson 2021)

-

Needs to be properly sized for space

-

Can release air pollutants when being burned

-

Wood burning can actually be restricted in specific areas if the air quality is not
good

-

Newer wood burners are better than old ones
ii. Types of burning appliances
1. High-efficiency fireplace/fireplace insert
2. Catalytic wood stove

-

New stoves are 83% HHV (higher heating value)(Ibid)
3. Advanced combustion wood stove

-

Can burn at temperatures up to 1100 degrees Fahrenheit(Ibid)

-

Only have efficiency of about 65-75% HHV(Ibid)
4. Centralized wood-burning boiler

-

New stoves are 80% HHV efficient(Ibid)

-

Can actually switch to using oil/gas if the fire ever goes out
5. Masonry Heater

-

Cost: $5000+(Ibid)

-

Produce lots of heat, and much less air pollutants

-

Components:


Firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or materials that can withstand
temperatures of over 2000 degrees Fahrenheit)
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Large masonry mass (bricks/stones)



Smoke channels that run through mass

-

Fires can be small, but they get extremely hot

-

Only needs to be lit once a day to heat up the masonry mass, as the day goes on
the mass releases the heat into the home for about 12-20 hours

-

Combustion efficiency = 90%(Ibid)

-

Uses considerably less wood

-

If sun is hitting the chimney/masonry mass, it will also heat it up and then the heat
will be released into space (similar to a Trombe wall)

-

Very little creosote build-up
6. Pellet Fuel

-

Not all pellets are made from wood, also can be made from:


Nutshells



Corn kernels



Woodchips

-

About 70-83% efficient(Ibid)

-

Produce very little air pollutants

-

Do not require chimney/flue

-

Can be freestanding or inserted into an existing fireplace

-

Pellets are stored in a fuel hopper and are released into system when needed

-

Generally only require fueling once daily

-

Very little creosote build-up

-

Should be cleaned weekly to prevent malfunction
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7. Wood Cookstove
-

Generally made from cast-iron (lasts for a long period of time)

-

Can be used to heat the home while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, and bake

-

Firebox with burners and cooktop above

-

Cost: anywhere from $500-$3000(Wood Cook Stoves 2021)

-

Efficiency of 85%(Ibid)

-

6” pipe for chimney
iii. Chimneys

-

Place chimney inside of home rather than on exterior walls, this will:


Lose less heat as it travels out chimney



Will allow the chimney to act as a masonry heater and release the heat that
has been captured within the bricks slowly

b. Radiant Heating
i. General Information
-

Can be installed in two ways:


Wet installations = cables/tubes that the heat flows through is embedded
directly into the wet concrete



Dry installations = cables/tubes that the heat flows through is underneath
the floor in an air cavity (needs to produce higher temperatures due to
having to heat the cavity as well as the thermal mass)
 Can also be installed within floor joists
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ii. Types of Radiant Heating
1. Radiant Floors
-

Average cost to install in a 2000 square foot home = $7,500(Radiantec 2021)

-

Best types of flooring for radiant heating:

-



Concrete



Stone



Ceramic Tile

Air-Heated:


-

Generally in combination with solar air heating

Electric:


Generally rows of electric cables that are built in under the floor



Could also be an electrically conductive mat right below the floor
covering (usually tile)



To make using electricity to run the system cost effective, a large thermal
mass (thick concrete flooring) is used to store the heat and administer it
throughout the day (even up to 8-10 hours)


-

Cost: $5-12 per square foot(Angie’s List 2012)

Hydronic:


Rows of heated liquid built under the floor



Pump hot water from the boiler to underneath the floor



Cost: $6-16 per square foot(Ibid)
2. Radiant Panels

-

Can be installed/mounted to walls and ceilings
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-

Generally made out of aluminum

-

Can be heated by:

-



Electricity



Hydronic

Not usually used for the main source of heat, rather as supplemental source of
heat when needed for cold spaces

-

Panels can be controlled individually

-

Cost: about $1325(Cost Owl 2021)

c. Active Solar
i. General Information
-

Uses solar from the PV array to heat spaces

-

Best for cold climates and are very cost-effective if there is ample solar exposure

-

Tax credit may be available

-

Work best when designed to provide 40-80% of the home’s heat(Energy.gov
2021a)

-

Requires a thermostat to measure differences in the collectors and storage unit
temperature

-

Requires multiple sensors/switches/motors in order to operate

-

Requires maintenance in order to keep up performance

-

Cost: $55 per square foot(Strawbale Farms 2021)
ii. Types of systems
1. Liquid-Based
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-

Best for central heating

-

Within a collector, a fluid (water, antifreeze, etc.) absorbs the heat from solar

-

When heat is needed, the fluid is moved throughout the collector to increase it’s
temperature

-

The liquid then is used immediately with a heat exchanger or flows into a storage
tank

-

Components:


Collector



Pipes



Pumps



Valves



Expansion tank



Heat exchanger



Storage tank
 Liquid-based systems can store the heat in water tanks or in a
concrete/masonry mass

-

Heat can be distributed into home using:


Radiant floors/panels



Baseboards/radiators (using hot water)
 Water needs to be 160-180 degrees to heat a space



Forced-air system



Needs a liquid-to-air heat exchanger or a heating coil
2. Air Based
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-

Uses air to absorb and move the heat

-

Directly heats spaces

-

Cannot freeze like a liquid system

-

Heating air is less efficient than heating a liquid

-

Room air heaters:


Air collector installed for heating individual rooms



Collector is placed on a roof or south facing wall



Solar radiation heats a black metal plate which then heats the air within
(similar to a Trombe wall)


-

Can even be fit into an existing window opening

Transpired Air Collector:


Dark metal plates that are perforated and installed on the south facing wall
of a building



Installed over the existing wall



Between two walls is an air cavity where the outer wall absorbs the heat
from the sun and heats up the air space



Fan/blower is used to move the air into the building through the air cavity



Works similarly to a Trombe wall but doesn’t work well for residential

d. Passive Solar
i. General Information
-

Utilizes energy-efficient strategies to reduce heating loads

-

Properly shade all glass that is south-facing
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-

-

South-facing part of home should be unobstructed


No trees



No other buildings

Uses heat and light from sun on south facing walls and collects it within a thermal
mass

-

Ideal ratio for amount of thermal mass to glazing

-

Requires yearlong daylight

-

Generally requires a computer generated simulation in order to ensure the
sizes/shapes of shading components are correct for the location
ii. Design elements of passive solar

-

Window Orientation


To collect solar energy, windows should be within 30 degrees of true
south

-



No shade blocking windows from 9 am – 3 pm during cold months



Shading devices during spring, fall, and summer

Thermal mass


Concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile



The mass absorbs the heat from the sun and then distributes it into the
home during cold months



The mass absorbs heat from the home and gets rid of it during warm
months



Cannot have objects blocking the heat from the thermal mass and vice
versa
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-

Works best when the thermal mass is dark in color/material

Mechanism for distribution


Conduction
 When one object is in direct contact with the thermal mass



Convection
 When air or water is used to move the heat into a space



Radiation
 When one object is next to a heat source and receives the warmth
(like a wood stove)

-

Other things to keep in mind


Amount of insulation and placement of insulation



Air sealing/continuous seal/envelope of home is very important



Window location (as well as shading) and the type of glazing that is being
used



Location of the thermal mass within the home/barn
iii. Types of Passive Solar
1. Direct Gain

-

Sunlight that comes through the south-facing windows directly heats the
masonry/thermal mass within the home

-

When the room starts to cool, the thermal mass slowly releases the heat that has
been stored inside of it into the home
2. Indirect Gain = Trombe Walls
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-

8-16 inch thick concrete or masonry wall that is coated with a dark material that
absorbs/captures heat, and has a (single or double) layer of glass placed about 1-6
inches away from the wall to create an air-cavity for the heat to get trapped in

-

When the heat goes through the glass, it gets absorbed into the concrete/masonry
wall on the dark surface and is then stored within the wall

-

Throughout the day, the concrete/masonry slowly distributes the heat by releasing
it from the wall

-

Can keep the room connected to the Trombe wall extremely comfortable
throughout the day due to the slow release of the heat as the room is cooled

-

Cost of cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot (depending on
size)(HomeAdvisor 2021d)

-

Cost of brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot (depends on size and
thickness)(HomeAdvisor 2021c)

-

Cost of stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot (depends on size and
thickness)(Ibid)

-

Plus add the cost of a glass wall = about $50 per square foot(NREL 2021)
3. Isolated Gain = Sunroom

-

Not a greenhouse

-

Closed off from the home and it’s systems

-

Can be connected to the home but not integrated with it

2.5 Cooling Systems
a. Passive Strategies
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i. General Information
-

Uses energy-efficient strategies to reduce cooling loads
ii. Design Elements

-

All south-facing glass must be properly shaded

-

Window orientation should be designed to allow for cross breeze through home

-

Control strategies

-

Roof overhangs/awnings/shutters/trellises that are sized in order to provide shade
during summer months when the sun is highest in the sky but let light in during
winter months when the sun is low in the sky

-

Shading devices that act similarly to roof overhangs


-

Cost of a solar screen: about $300 per window(Energy.gov 2021d)

Low-E blinds

b. Whole House Fan
i. General Information
-

Generally provides 3-6 air changer per hour(Energy.gov 2021b)

-

Can be used instead of an air conditioner (not interchangeable, just brings in
outside air)

-

Can be quite loud

-

Cost: $2000 (including labor)(HomeAdvisor 2021a)
ii. How it works

-

Air from open windows gets pulled in by fan and pushed up and out through the
attic/roof
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-

Vent area in attic/roof must be sized correctly, and the bigger the vent, the more
warm air that can be pushed out

-

Needs tightly sealed cover for winter months

-

Provide a powerful form of sucking air from the open windows, if only one
window is open, suction will be extremely through that one window

2.6 Ventilation
a. Natural/Passive Strategies
i. Operable Windows
-

Cost: around $100 per window(Energy.gov 2021c)

-

Uses wind to ventilate home/barn

-

Orient windows to natural wind directions of location

-

Creates natural suction effect from open windows on wind side to open windows
on leeward side

-

For coastal areas, have windows facing ocean to take advantage of sea breeze
ii. Night Purge Ventilation

-

Uses stack effect

-

Vents in the attic let out warm air at night

-

Cost: around $137.50(Ibid)

-

Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling and reduce daytime temperatures by
eliminating the warm air throughout the night
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b. Energy Recovery/Heat Recovery Ventilators (ERV/HRV)
i. General Information
-

Can reduce the costs of heating and cooling

-

Types of models:

-



Wall mounted



Window mounted



Central ventilation

Good for places with cold winters, hot summers, and in general places that require
a lot of fuel/high costs for fuel

-

Can cost more than Exhaust, supply, or balanced systems

-

Requires routine maintenance

-

HRV= only recovers energy from heat

-

HRV Cost: $7500-10,000(475 2021)

-

ERV= prevents moisture in summer, maintains a constant indoor humidity level,
can recover humidity/latent energy

-

ERV Cost: $500-1000 more expensive to add on the ERV(475 2021)

2.7 Foundation
-

Average cost of a foundation: $4000-12,000(Inch Calculator 2019)

-

Note:


Local codes and regulations will help govern which type of foundation is
best for the home/barn on your site



All the costs listed below do not take into account the cost for digging
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a. Basement
i. General Information
-

8-10 feet tall (interior)

-

Great place to house furnaces, water heaters, electrical, etc. in homes

-

Cost: $13,000-30,000 unfinished, $100,000+ finished(Ibid)

-

Cost per square foot: $10-20 unfinished, $25-100 finished(Ibid)
ii. Types
1. Poured wall
2. Block wall
3. Pre-cast wall

b. Crawl Space
i. General Information
-

Less expensive than a basement

-

Does not require a hole to be excavated before building home

-

Generally 18 inches-4 feet above ground

-

Require:

-



Vapor barrier



Insulation



Dehumidifier (if space ends up being moist, to prevent mold)

Cost: $7-10 per square foot(Ibid)
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c. Concrete Slab
ii. General Information
-

Requires a good drainage system and for water to flow away from the base of the
home to not deteriorate the slab

-

Concrete is poured on top of a very compact gravel base

-

Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

-

4-6” thick
iii. Types
1. Monopour

-

Cost: $3-4 per square foot(Ibid)
2. Stem Wall

-

Cost: $5-10 per square foot(Ibid)

2.8 Building + Materials
i. What to look for/what is important
-

Longevity

-

Flexibility (do not embrittle or deteriorate over time)

-

What is the lifecycle of the product?

-



Production



Usage during its life



Disposal

Lower the amount of toxicity within the home through use of materials
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a. Walls
i.

Home Construction
1. Wood Frame Construction

-

Lightweight

-

No need for heavy machinery, job can be done with a nail gun

-

Wide variety of shapes can be achieved

-

Consists of:

-



Studs



Joists



Rafters



Sheathing



Siding

Two types of structures:


Balloon Frame



Platform Frame
i.

Types of Insulation
1. Dense Pack Cellulose

-

Made from 80%+ recycled materials

-

Does not require lots of energy to manufacture

-

Low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured

-

Must be installed correctly to achieve high benefits

-

Cost: around $1 per square foot(EcoHome 2021)
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-

Can have R-value of R25-R47 or more (depending on wall
construction)(EcoHome 2021)

-

Will reduce heating and cooling costs

-

Due to being densely packed, does not burn as easily as traditional insulations

-

Very popular in New England

b. Building a Barn
-

Costs:


Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot(BuildingGuide 2021)



Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot(Ibid)

2.9 Passive Strategies
a. Orientation
-

South facing

b. Massing
-

Use of a concrete or masonry thermal mass to trap heat and then release
throughout day/night

c. Insulation
i.

General Information
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-

Ensure that insulation is continuous

-

Ensure that there is no thermal bridging

-

Levels of insulation are climate specific

-

Allow for thermal breaks at:


Foundation



Parapet walls



Rain screen



Balconies
ii.

Types of Insulation
1. Mineral Wool
2. Fiberglass
3. Cellulose
4. Woodfiber Board

d. Airtightness
i.

General Information

-

The driving force to ensure the performance of your home/barn is at its best

-

Only thing slightly more important is water control

-

Examine the airtightness of the home/barn in plan and in section in order to
ensure the entirety of the building has a continuous seal

-

Effects:


Indoor air quality



Comfort
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Air transported wetting



Heat loss



Thermal bypass
 Windwashing
 Air infiltration
 Connective loops

-

Inboard Airtightness:


Ensures conditioned air actually stays within the space



Reduces the risk of condensation



The components of the control layer is placed in a location that is climate
controlled and protected

-



Allows for easier repair and makes it easier to find leaks



Air control layer + Vapor control layer = combined

Airtight membranes mechanically fastened
ii.

Continuous:
1. Wind-tight weather barrier
2. Air barrier
3. Vapor Control

-

Helps to avoid wall sweating

-

If an assembly is built well and becomes moist, it will dry through vapor diffusion
rather than from heat

-

During winter:


If things do become moist, dry from the inside out
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-

During Summer:


-

Dry from the outside in

Vapor retarders:


Prevent wetting



Promote drying
4. Minimize penetrations

-

Wire penetrations

-

Pipe penetrations

-

Clip/post/joist penetration

-

allow for room/space to properly seal the above penetrations in order to ensure
airtightness
iii.

Critical Components
1. Service Cavity
2. Vented Rain Screen

e. Windows
i.

General Information

-

High-performance

-

Performance is driven by comfort, if the space is not comfortable, the space is not
successful

-

Where the window is placed within the exterior wall matters
ii.

Glazing
1. Double Glazing
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2. PH Windows
iii.

Frame
1. Aluminum
2. Stainless-steel
3. superspacer

f. Doors
i.
-

General Information

High-performance
g. Passive Heat Gains
h. Fresh Air Ventilation
ii.

General Information

-

Every space should have a supply

-

Spaces that need exhaust = bathroom, kitchen, etc.

-

Allow for each unit to be controlled individually

-

Allow for humidity control

2.10

Permaculture
a. Silvopasture

-

Simultaneous growing of animals and plants

-

Everything happening on one piece of land: open forest, yields of nuts, soil, meat,
milk, timber, and grazing animals
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b. How to be Self-Sufficient All Year Round
i.

General Information

-

Do not expect to be self-sufficient in the first years of the homestead

-

Will take years of trail and error, learning, and developing a pattern before selfsufficiency is achieved

-

The most beneficial crops/plants take years to establish/mature

-

Producing and storing enough food to be sustained during months when
production is not occurring will take years to figure out how to be successful

-

Do not get discouraged when it does not happen in the first year (or few years) of
establishing a homestead
ii.

-

Methods

In order to a crop to be worth it to grow and store it must be:


Able to be stored for at least 6 months



Able to be produced and stored at large enough scale to sustain those
living on the homestead (for example a potato will last quite some time if
stored correctly, while a tomato will require lots of time and effort in order
to be stored for long period of time)



Nutritious enough and edible in many different ways



Very low in fertility needs



Not harmful to the soil



Desired by the community or tradeable to the community



Genetically diverse and resilient
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-

Grow/Design a rice paddy


Can be stored for extremely long periods of time if done so correctly



Rice is very nutritious and can be eaten for many meals a day



Does not damage the land/water it is grown in even after being grown year
after year



Can be grown on very steep sloping land



Can be grown in poor soils



Grow it along the contour lines, similar to a swale
iii.

-

Strategies

When choosing crops, they must fall under these three categories:
Staple crops (ones that are very reliable, resilient, high in calories, and can



be stored for long periods of time or turned into kimchi)
Nutrient crops (ones that have a variety of nutrients, are dense in nutrients,



and can be stored)
Fun crops (ones that add lots of taste to a meal and are desirable)



iv.

Types of Storage

-

Drying

-

Canning

-

Lacto-fermenting

-

Root cellar


Can be located in basement as long as it is underground



Must have good ventilation (to prevent build up of ethylene gas given off
from fruits and vegetables, and to prevent mold)
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Humidity level of between 80-95%(Common Sense Home 2020)



Must stay dark (to prevent sprouting)



Shelving/storage (untreated wood is antibacterial and works well)

-

Dehydrating

-

Turning into kimchi

-

Smoking

-

Pickling

-

Tincturing

-

Cool, dry place


Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity(Old Farmer’s Almanac 2021)



Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity(Ibid)



Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity(Ibid)



Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity(Ibid)

c. Site Design
i.
-

For Cold-Climates

If looking at site in section, plants to the north should be tallest, while plants to
the south are the shortest/smallest

d. Crop Planting
i.

Eliminate Bare soil
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-

Crops that grow with lots of open/bare soil in between each plant for the duration
of their growing can be very harmful to the plant bed (crops like squash,
tomatoes, kale, cucumbers, lettuce, etc.)(Falk 2013)

-

Finding a ground cover that is easy to maintain and does not grow taller than the
desired crop to keep the soil covered and healthy is ideal
ii.

Open Land

-

If land is left open, animals will be required for grazing to keep up with fertility

-

Grow perennial plants where there is open land, but if there are no animals
available to manage understory growth, mulching will be necessary

-

Use animals to manage understory growth while also not allowing them to
damage perennial growth (difficult task)
iii.

-

Perennials

When grazing perennials, electro-net fencing around trees and crops is necessary
so animals cannot harm them, only allows them to graze necessary areas

-

Good for cold-climates because:


Only need to be planted a few times per century, will return every year



They have a high return on their investment



They penetrate deep into the soil, and have the ability to access deeper
nutrients and water



Are very resilient especially to drought or flood



Can create advantageous microclimates



Don’t just produce seeds and fruit, but also timber, fencing, and fuel



Don’t suck up toxins as much as vegetation
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iv.

Nut Trees

-

Very little inputs from humans, mostly patience and time

-

Yields are endless: oxygen, soil, a habitat for wildlife, holds water/moisture,
sequesters carbon, purifies/enhances the air and water around it, provides shade,
acts as a breaker for winds, and then nuts

-

Provide a pasture for animals

e. Livestock/Animals
i.
-

Which livestock choices are best for you?

A few questions to ask oneself before choosing the livestock/animals for your
site:


Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?



Is the community around you in need of the animal output and you have
the means to help toward that?



Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?



Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? (Shelter space
available)



Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or does the plant
composition need to be dramatically changed in order to feed them?



Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?



Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it when sick,
available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL need to be dedicated
towards the animal’s health)
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ii.
-

Chickens

Toss a bit of grain into a plant bed and they can completely turn over a bed due to
the way they scratch at the soil

-

Rid the bed completely of almost all weeds

-

Help to create a brand-new seedbed

-

Fertilize the bed at the same time they are doing all the above things

-

DO NOT put chickens near new plants and vegetables, they will scratch and
uproot new growth (if they must be near each other, fence one of the two)
iii.

-

Turkeys

Similarly scratch at the soil and most likely would have a similar effect as the
chickens
iv.

Ducks

-

Extremely good for grazing to keep slugs and snails out of beds

-

Very low-maintenance

-

Just need a nice place (nest) to sleep at night

-

Really love small ponds, to eat the vegetation in as well as to poop in
v.

Sheep

-

Good for grazing beds when they are extremely weedy

-

Generally require human contact to keep track of their health
vi.

Beef Cows

-

Require good grass

-

Require a lot of space

-

Do not require lots of human contact
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vii.

Dogs

-

Good for keeping deer or unwanted rodents and animals away from property

-

Good for keeping birds of prey away from the ducks and chickens

-

Good for companionship as well

f. Livestock Grazing
i.
-

Methods

Planning the grazing route/rotations takes careful consideration to allow for
proper regrowth of the crops being grazed

-

Short rotations + high density of animals = very productive in building healthy
soils and animals(Ibid)


As these densely packed animals graze, they also provide manure



Animals should just move through each patch of land, not long enough to
completely ruin the soil/ground coverage

-

Tall-grass grazing is great for the regeneration of the landscape


Tall grasses = deep roots



Having animals graze these tall grasses down to about a foot from the
ground, allows for organic plant matter to make healthier soil



These newly cut grasses will rapidly regrow again, before the herd/flock
of animals is able to make it back to that spot

g. Livestock Fencing
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i.
-

Methods

No need for fencing when there is a natural, living fence, made from fuelwood
hedges and other shrubs

-

Black locust (grows very quickly) or hawthorne (more slow growing) are best as a
living fence

-

Plant black locust (6”-12” on center away from one another) north of seaberry
(4’-8’ on center away from one another)(Ibid)
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3. LITERATURE AND PRECEDENT REVIEW
3.1 Relevant Literature
The research necessary for understanding how to plan and design an off-grid, selfsufficient homestead, starts with understanding how homesteads have successfully been
designed and functioned since the beginning of time. The literature used for research that
has been mentioned in this literature review has led to the precedents that have been
studied within the following precedent review section as well.
Historic
The book The Good Life: Helen and Scott Nearing’s Sixty Years of Self-Sufficient
Living (1989) written by Helen and Scott Nearing provides accounts of their own
personal experience homesteading first in Vermont, and then later in Maine. Their
homestead in Maine, now called The Good Life Center, is still up and running and is a
center for like-minded individuals to get the chance to participate in the success of the
homestead. The book talks about their design for the homestead and the home, how to
garden for different seasons and how to eat healthily throughout those seasons. It
informs the reader on how to ‘live the good life’ and how Helen and Scott have achieved
‘living the good life’ through homesteading for a majority of their life. The success of
both of the Nearing’s homesteads, along with the long lasting legacy that they have left
on the homesteading world, are what helped and directed the purpose of the Homestead
Helper Handbook.
The book Big House, Little House, Back House, Barn: The Connected Farm
Buildings of New England (2004) written by Thomas C. Hubka explains through text,
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drawings (floor plans, sections, and axonometric), and photos, how the home on the
homestead has been designed and changed throughout history. It goes specifically into
the connected farmhouse, where the main part of the home is connected through a ‘little
house’ and a ‘back house’ to the main barn on the site. This style of building has been
prominent throughout New England history and made farming and survival easier
throughout the cold winter months. It also goes into the design of the main home, and
explains how placing the fireplace in the center to maximize the warmth throughout the
house has been in use for centuries. These classic, successful, design elements were
carried through into each section’s sample home in the Homestead Helper Handbook.
Greywater
The book Create an Oasis with Greywater: Choosing, Building, and Using
Greywater Systems, Includes Branched Drains, Revised & Expanded 5th Edition (2012)
by Art Ludwig explains the many ways greywater can be reverted from being mixed with
blackwater, and can actually be reused for watering crops and yards. It goes into detail
about the different methods of moving the greywater from the indoor utilities (sinks,
showers, bathtubs, washing machines) into the outdoor landscape. The greywater is then
filtered into mulch, soil, and/or plants before being used by the crops within the
landscape. The book’s information directly impacted the choices of the suggestions
within the Septic category of each section within the Homestead Helper Handbook.
Resilience
The book The Resilient Farm and Homestead: An Innovative Permaculture and
Whole Systems Design Approach (2013) by Ben Falk goes into detail about the research
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that has been conducted on the Whole Systems Design Farm in Vermont, where the main
principles revolve around resiliency, permaculture, silvopasture, and allowing each and
every living thing on the site to benefit one another. It goes into detail about the
components, design, and reasoning behind the planning and layout of a site taking every
single aspect into account. It discusses the beneficial relationship between different types
of plants and animals, and how their placement and use throughout the homestead allows
for resiliency and self-sufficiency. The information within the book has directly
contributed to the sample site design, and choosing of crops and livestock within the
Homestead Helper Handbook.
Off-Grid
The book Living Off The Grid: A Step-By-Step Guide to a More Self-Sufficient,
Self-Reliant, Sustainable Life (2016) by Emerson Woods offers an overall look at starting
an off-grid lifestyle. It touches on the different components of being off-grid, and makes
the idea of transitioning to an off-grid lifestyle a very attainable one. This quick read is
what helped spark the idea of making a handbook that addresses all humans and
situations, rather than just thinking of one approach, implying that all humans going into
the off-grid lifestyle are coming from the same background. This book is what helped
form the idea of creating a handbook that would make all types of people feel
comfortable starting an off-grid life, taking into account all site sizes and price points.
This helped form The Homestead Helper Table within the Homestead Helper Handbook.
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3.2 Relevant Precedents
Historic Examples
Established in 1825, and preserved through Acadia National Park still today, the
Mountain House in Southwest Harbor, Maine housed four generations of the Carroll
Family, and offers plentiful ideas on how “people of the 20th century and beyond can
learn from the past to appreciate the present and protect the future.” (Hobbs-Olsen and
King-Wrenn, 1996) Their ideas of how to run a successful homestead stay true today, and
the design of their home offers historic examples on how homes were created to be selfsufficient and efficient for hundreds of years. The floor plan revolved around the
fireplace and the kitchen, which maximized the time family and friends spent together, as
well as the warmth within the home. This classic example will play a large role in the
design of the self-sustaining, off-grid home where the inhabitants live on the homestead.
It is also a great example of how starting a self-sufficient homestead not only benefits the
generation who starts it, but provides survival for many generations after as well.
With their first homestead in Jamaica, Vermont established in 1930, then later
moving and establishing a new homestead in 1952 called Forest Farm in Blue Hill,
Maine, Helen and Scott Nearing have left a legacy and countless writings about how to
live the good life and be one with nature. They offer their ideas on how to live simply and
what it meant to be a part of the “Back to the Land” movement in America. Forest Farm
is still in working condition today, and any person with like-minded values can decide to
move and live there, and participate in managing the gardens and living off of the land. It
is currently sponsored by The Good Life Center and offers a place for visitors to come
and be inspired about living simply. Forest Farm is not just a place for visitors to come
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for a field trip, it offers evidence on how homesteads can be designed successfully and
last for years to come. Scott and Helen’s book The Good Life: Helen and Scott Nearing’s
Sixty Years of Self-Sufficient Living describes their philosophy in full detail, and has
offered countless ideas and support in the drive towards wanting to make homesteading
more attainable to any average human.
Current Examples
The Whole Systems Design Farm in the Mad River Valley in Vermont, is where
Ben Falk has practiced and demonstrated aspects of using permaculture and silvopasture
to achieve success in off-grid, self-sufficient living. The farm is where the basis of
research in the book The Resilient Farm and Homestead: An Innovative Permaculture
and Whole Systems Design Approach is practiced. The site, which was once a farm long
ago, had been forgotten about and overgrown for many years, and then revived by Ben
Falk and the people from Whole Systems Design LLC. Every aspect of site design has
been carefully thought out, tried, and re-thought out if it did not achieve maximum
success. It explains how to use the site’s contours to the homestead’s advantage, how to
store crops in order to obtain self-sufficiency all year round, and how to use animals not
only for food, but for the benefit of the crops on the site as well. The Whole Systems
Design Farm has greatly enhanced the design and placement of specific components on
the sample site plans and sections within the Homestead Helper Handbook.
A ZeroCabin is a self-sufficient, off-grid home that is able to be transformed and
designed to fit any environment. Established in 2007 in Chile, and intended to be
internationally shipped and built, they respond to any environmental condition necessary.
Some key aspects to their designs are to lift the home off the ground, and instead of a
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basement, allowing space beneath the house for storage and access. They also orient the
home to allow for maximum passive air flow, as determined by the specific location of
the home. By angling their roofs by forty-two degrees, it optimizes exposure to the sun
and the amount of energy collected by photovoltaic panels. It is also important that the
homes are built within the midst of trees and nature, which help towards providing shade
and keeping the home cool in warm months. Living in a ZeroCabin means embracing the
simplistic lifestyle, and having only the things one needs to survive, and with that, one
can live a happy life. These ideas will offer great advice towards making technical and
construction documents for the self-sufficient and off-grid home.
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4. THE HOMESTEAD HELPER HANDBOOK
See Appendix A for the full Homestead Helper Handbook document.
4.1 The Homestead Helper Table
The Homestead Helper Table was the first step in creating the Homestead Helper
Handbook. It was created to give any aspiring homesteader more direct, personal
guidance on their journey to designing their own off-grid, self-sufficient homestead.

Figure 9: The Homestead Helper Table
It has been designed so any person who is interested in starting their own homestead can
apply their own personal inputs, and receive more in-depth and specific results. Along the
x-axis of the table, one will input the amount of money they have to put towards starting
up their homestead. Along the y-axis, one will input the amount of land they have to
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dedicate towards building their homestead. After applying the two inputs, one will
receive the output of a specific associated section (A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1,
C2, C3, C4, D1, D2, D3, D4) which contains suggestions of every component to include
in their homestead, more specifically the site itself, the home, crops and livestock. These
suggestions have been calculated to fit within the price and size range of the reader
(based off of the associated sections within the Homestead Helper Table), and have been
designed to all work together to allow the homestead to achieve self-sufficiency and
successfully function off-grid. They have been calculated to fit within each specific
associated section by using Figure 10: The Homestead Helper Formula.

Figure 10: The Homestead Helper Formula
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The Homestead Helper Formula is an equation that starts with the money one has
to start their homestead, plus the space they have to dedicate to the homestead. Then,
subtracted from that is the money and space required for the ‘Other’ (utilities such as
power, water, and septic), ‘Home’, ‘Crops’, and ‘Livestock’ categories. Which in total,
equals a self-sufficient, off-grid homestead. The amount of space and money that is left
can be used towards labor costs, other components that have not been mentioned within
the handbook, or saved for later use.
4.2 Associated Sections
There are sixteen associated sections (A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2, C3,
C4, D1, D2, D3, D4) that are the result of the input categories within the Homestead
Helper Table. Within each associated section, as shown above in Figure 10: The
Homestead Helper Formula, the different components’ attributes are broken down into
four categories, and are added up to ensure they fit within the section’s inputs (price
range and amount of space). The four categories are: Other, Home, Crops, and Livestock.
The ‘Other’ category consists of the main utilities that are required for survival on the
homestead within each associated section. These utilities make up the subcategories
within the ‘Other’ category, which are: power, water, and septic. For each associated
section within the handbook, suggestions are made for the power, water, and septic
subcategories that will best suit the needs and restrictions within that section. Figure 11:
Average American Usage for Multiple Categories helped determine which off-grid
suggestions would do best, and provide the correct amount of power, water, or septic
needs for that section.
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Figure 11: Average American Usage for Multiple Categories
The ‘Home’ category consists of the main components that are required for survival,
comfort, and health within the home on the homestead. The subcategories within the
home category are: heating systems, cooling systems, ventilation, and building +
materials. These subcategories contain suggestions of the components that best suit the
needs and restrictions within that section, as well as work together with the ‘Other’
category to be self-sufficient and off-grid. After reading through the ‘Other’ and ‘Home’
categories within the associated section, a detailed sample floor plan and section are
provided to inform the reader of suggested locations of the specific utilities and
components that have been mentioned.
The ‘Crops’ category consists of suggestions on how to choose the necessary crops to
provide food and fuel on the homestead. Within the ‘Crops’ category, there are
suggestions and structure subcategories that detail the methods of how to choose the
crops that will best suit the homestead inhabitants, as well as the types of storage
space/structure that will be required in order to store crops all year round, to achieve selfsufficiency one hundred percent of the year. It is noted within the ‘Crops’ category that it
is difficult to suggest the exact crops that will be necessary for survival on the homestead
due to the unique requirements that each homestead inhabitant may have (e.g., allergies,
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dietary restrictions, dietary needs, personal preference, etc.). Figure 12: Crop Amounts
and Spatial Requirements is provided for readers to reference when thinking about and
designing the layout of the crops on their site. The list consists of some, but not all of the
crops that can be grown, and more specifically are the most common residential garden
crops that are grown in New England.

Figure 12: Crop Amounts and Spatial Requirements
Lastly, the ‘Livestock’ category consists of suggestions on how to choose the
necessary livestock to provide food, fuel, and manure on the homestead. Within the
‘Livestock’ category, there are suggestions, space, and structure subcategories. These
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subcategories detail suggestions of the animals for the homestead, and how to choose the
best animals that suit the needs of the inhabitants. As well as how to determine the
necessary space and structures that are required for these animals, using Figure 13:
Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal. This list consists of some of the
most common residential farm animals, but does not include all of the possible animals
that can live on a homestead. It is noted within the ‘Livestock’ category that it is also
difficult to suggest the exact livestock that will best suit the inhabitants on the homestead
due to the unique requirements that each member may have (e.g., allergies, dietary
restrictions, dietary needs, personal preference, etc.).

Figure 13: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal
After reading through the ‘Crops’ and ‘Livestock’ categories for the associated
section, a detailed sample site plan and site section are provided to offer ideas and
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suggestions for placement of the crops and the livestock, as well as how to deal with
different existing site elements. For all associated sections, the use of permaculture and
silvopasture strategies are encouraged to allow for a reciprocal relationship between all of
the living things on site.
To wrap up each associated section, a flow chart has been provided to show the
connections between each component, utility, and living thing that will be on the
homestead. This flow chart amplifies the message that in order for a homestead to be
truly off-grid and self-sufficient, every living and non-living thing on the site must work
together in order to achieve success.
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5. REAL-WORLD SCENARIO
The use of a real-world scenario is used in this thesis to help better understand how
the process of using the Homestead Helper Handbook for decision making in the design
and planning stages of starting up a homestead could play out. It will become clear what
the reader of the Homestead Helper Handbook will be able to understand, connect, and
use as a basis for design and planning through the use of this scenario.
5.1 Who: The Inhabitants
This real-world scenario is based off of Joe Shmo and their family (Joe Shmo,
pronoun: meaning ‘Joe Anybody’, no one in particular. Noun: a hypothetical ordinary
person. Derivative of the phrase average Joe (The Oxford Pocket Dictionary of Current
English 2021). Not referring to any specific gender or sex). There are four members of
the Shmo family that will be living and participating in the success of starting up their
very own homestead.
5.2 What: Inputs
The Shmo family has determined that for the inputs towards starting their own
homestead, they have roughly $700,000 set aside, as well as 25 acres of land. As a
family, they also have started a ‘Shmo Family Vision Board’ laying out the most
important features they would like to see on their future homestead (Figure 14: Shmo
Family Vision Board). After determining the amount of money they have as a family to
dedicate towards the startup of the homestead, the amount of property they have
available, as well as the most important aspects that all of the future homestead
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inhabitants would like to incorporate into their new home, they are well-equipped to get
the design process going.

Figure 14: Shmo Family Vision Board
5.3 Where: Site Location
After a recent death of an elderly relative, the Shmo family has acquired a large
amount of property in Randolph, Vermont. The 25-acre site on VT-66 has been
abandoned and overgrown for quite some time, and is partially forested with ample
amounts of mature pine, hardwood, and hemlock trees. The site is not flat, and slopes
downward towards the north and east. At the most northern, and lowest in elevation part
of the site, Blaisdell Brook flows year-round. The site is zoned for Residential and
Agriculture. The Shmo’s have already reached out to the town about their newly acquired
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land, and have been supplied with an existing site plan (Figure 15: VT-66 Randolph, VT
Site Plan).

Figure 15: VT-66 Randolph, VT Site Plan
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Figure 16: The Homestead Helper Handbook Cover Page
5.4 How: Using the Homestead Helper Handbook
After gathering all of their initial information, the Shmo family is ready to open up
the Homestead Helper Handbook (Figure 16: The Homestead Helper Handbook Cover
Page) and start reading and applying the information.
Upon opening up the handbook, the Shmo family will be congratulated for thinking
about starting their very own, off-grid, self-sustaining homestead (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 2). They will read that the information within the
handbook is only intended to act as guidance and as a basis to enhance decision making
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in the design and planning stages of your homestead. They will be reminded that this
information is only applicable to New England states (Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont) due to the background research
only focusing on statistics and data from New England.
The next two pages (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook, page 3-4) goes
through the disclaimers regarding the information within the handbook. It explains the
limitations of the handbook and things the reader should know before reading on any
further. For instance, the information within the handbook is only to act as suggestions
for the reader to jump start their homestead planning process, and that the costs
mentioned within the handbook are only averages and do not take into account the cost
for labor or usage. After the disclaimers, key words and their definitions (Appendix A:
The Homestead Helper Handbook, page 5) are supplied to make the reader’s experience
more understandable and fluent.
Then they will read through an explanation on how to use the Homestead Helper
Table (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook, page 6) and will be able to plug
in their own inputs of $700,000 and 25-acres which will bring them to the output of the
associated section C4 (shown in Figure 17: The Homestead Helper Table with the Shmo
Family's Inputs).
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Figure 17: The Homestead Helper Table with the Shmo Family's Inputs
After determining which associated section they will be reading through, they will
read how the four main categories of each section are broken down (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 12) and some suggestions on vital steps that should
happen before starting design (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook, page 13).
These steps are to be aware of: town zoning laws, site setbacks, existing site features,
water on site (above and below ground), types of soil on site, climate of the location of
the site, and yearly and seasonal weather and wind patterns on site.
Finally, they will flip to the Associated Sections page (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 14) and see that for the C4 section, they should read
pages 263-285. In which they will flip to page 263, and dive into their specified
homestead component suggestions.
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5.5 Associated Section: C4
Upon flipping to page 263 and the start of the C4 section (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 263-285), the handbook will jump right into the first
category of the ‘Other’ section, which is Power (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper
Handbook, page 263). For the C4 section, the use of photo-voltaic panels is suggested.
Along with the suggestion, the handbook provides an average cost, key speculations,
necessary requirements, and positive attributes of the component that has been suggested.
In the bottom right-hand corner of each page, the total cost of the C4 section continues to
be added up. It starts with the cost on the first page and adds the cost of the components
on each page to the total; when it gets to the end of the section, the total estimated cost
will be given. This will allow the Shmo family (and any reader) to keep track of the
approximate cost as they read through their section of the handbook. Since the Shmo’s
site consists of a large clearing, and the highest elevation points are towards the south,
placing their home so it is south facing and not being blocked by any trees will allow for
the use of photo-voltaic panels to get ample amounts of southern sun exposure.
After the Power category, the handbook goes into the Water category (Appendix A:
The Homestead Helper Handbook, page 264-265). For the C4 section, it is suggested to
install a well, a cistern for harvesting rain water, and to use a gravity fed water source if it
is available. The town has informed the Shmos that their site is pre-approved for a well,
which they will use for the main source of water on their site. They also plan to use the
rain watering cistern to assist in watering their crops and giving water to the livestock.
Even though the guide mentions to use a gravity fed water source if it is available,
Blaisdell Brook is at the lowest point on the Shmo’s site and would require a pump, extra
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labor and cost to get the water up-hill where it is needed, so they agreed to leave that out
of their design.
Next comes the Septic category (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook,
page 266-267), which suggests to use central composting toilets throughout the home,
and to reuse greywater by having a solar greywater greenhouse and a simple system like
laundry to landscape. The town of Randolph does not require property owners to install a
traditional septic system, which means the Shmos can move forward with the use of a
central composting system to handle the blackwater from the toilets in their home.
Having an attached greenhouse was also mentioned on their vision board, so having a
solar greywater greenhouse to reuse greywater along with grow crops year-round is a
plus. Since they do not plan to have a septic system, diverting the greywater from their
sinks, showers, and laundry into the greenhouse, as well as directing it outdoors for
filtering and reuse is required and will greatly cut down on the amount of water needed
from their well.
They have now reached the ‘Home’ section of the handbook which starts out with the
Heating Systems category (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook, page 268269). It suggests to implement passive solar strategies into the design of the home such as
window orientation, a thermal mass, and the use of indirect gain by using a Trombe Wall,
along with a masonry heater to use for the main source of heat during cold months. Since
the Shmos are designing their homestead from the ground up, it is easy to incorporate
specific window orientation and having a thermal mass in their home, and actually will
help guide them with their design decisions. They were unaware of what a Trombe Wall
was before reading the handbook, but love the idea of having the solar greywater
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greenhouse function as the Trombe Wall air-cavity to keep the greenhouse exceptionally
warm, and provide heat to the spaces of the home on the interior side of the concrete or
masonry wall. Since the use of thermal massing is required for both passive solar and the
Trombe Wall, it makes sense to the Shmo’s to use concrete or masonry throughout the
home’s floors and southern facing façade. Their site also has ample amounts of mature
trees that can be used for firewood, so using a masonry heater for the main heat source in
the winter is ideal, and will not require additional costs of purchasing cords of wood.
Next there is the Cooling Systems category (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper
Handbook, page 270-271), which suggests to use passive solar strategies which include
exterior shading, and again the use of a thermal mass, along with a whole house fan for
cooling rather than the use of any air conditioner. Since the Shmos were already planning
on specific window orientation as well as using thermal masses throughout their home for
heating, so getting multiple uses and using them for cooling as well is a plus. Adding
exterior shading to south facing windows will help block the strongest of summer sun
rays. They have lived in northern Vermont for their entire lives previously, so the use of
an air conditioner never seemed necessary. They have never thought of using a whole
house fan before, but would love to have one in their new home to cool the place down at
night, making it easier to sleep after those few long, hot, summer days.
Now they have reached the ventilation category (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper
Handbook, page 272-273), which suggests their specifically oriented windows to also be
operable, use night purge ventilation, and an energy recovery ventilator/heat recovery
ventilator (because active ventilation is required in a new home in the United States).
Using operable windows seemed unquestionable from the start, especially now knowing
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they will work with the whole house fan and provide passive ventilation. Using night
purge ventilation on nights where the whole house fan is not needed is also a plus, so they
can save some energy.
Lastly for the ‘Home’ section is the Building + Materials category (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 274-275) which suggests having an unfinished
basement for their foundation, and use wood frame construction with dense pack
cellulose as insulation in the above ground part of their home. The Shmos were already
planning on having an unfinished basement to provide extra space for them to expand as
a family in the future if needed. They also love that their cistern and well pump can be
located in the basement so they do not have to be seen in their yard, and that they can
incorporate a root cellar for the storage of all the crops they will be growing.
Since none of the members of the Shmo family had any previous ideas for the layout
of their home, they appreciate seeing the sample first floor plan of a roughly 2500 square
foot home (Figure 18: C4 Sample Home Floor Plan) and sample section (Figure 19: C4
Sample Home Section) for the C4 section that have been given to showcase the ‘Other’
and ‘Home’ category components (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook, page
276-277). Also shown, is the current total cost of the ‘Other’ and ‘Home’ categories
which is roughly $557,344. These drawings help give a visual of how all the components
can work together to actually create a space, and encourages them to start drawing out a
floor plan of their own (Figure 20: The Shmo Family's Floor Plans). The floor plan that
the Shmos start to draw is roughly based off of information within the sample floor plan,
but also takes into account how the family would like to see their home spatially laid out.
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Figure 18: C4 Sample Home Floor Plan

Figure 19: C4 Sample Home Section
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Figure 20: The Shmo Family's Floor Plans
The handbook then goes into the ‘Crops’ section (Appendix A: The Homestead
Helper Handbook, page 278-279), which suggests how to choose crops that best suit the
needs of the inhabitants on the homestead. This is broken down into three categories of
choosing crops: staple crops (crops that are reliable, resilient, and store exceptionally
well), nutrient crops (crops that have a wide variety of, and are dense in nutrients, also
store very well), and desirable crops (crops that add lots of taste, adds variety to their
diet, stores well, and that the inhabitants will enjoy as a treat). It then gives a suggestion
for a root cellar, the structure necessary for storing the crops in order to be self-sustaining
year-round. As mentioned above, their unfinished basement is the perfect place for the
root cellar, so storing these crops for long periods of time should not be an issue. The
Shmos have always had a garden at their previous home, but generally only grew a few
different vegetables. They are looking forward to having multiple acres dedicated to
growing crops so they are able to expand their production.
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Lastly for the C4 section, is the ‘Livestock’ category (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 280-282), which offers suggestions on the livestock
that will fit within their price and space range, along with questions to ask all of the
inhabitants of the homestead before choosing the final list of livestock for their
homestead. For the space required for the livestock, it suggests to take a look at the table
the Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal (Figure 13: Spatial and Housing
Requirements Per One Animal). It also suggests to integrate the livestock space with the
crop space so the animals can use the crops and tall grasses for quick, rotational grazing,
while simultaneously being used to tend to the gardens and provide manure and natural
fertilizer. The type of structure needed for housing the livestock is also specified, which
in their case is approximately a 1,250 square foot barn. The children of the Shmo family
have always dreamed of having animals they can take care of, and made sure to include
them on their vision board. They also have always dreamed of having a big, beautiful
barn to accompany their home on their site, and look forward to having one to house their
new animals.
Similarly to the sample floor plan and section that was given for the ‘Other’ and
‘Home’ sections, a sample 35-acre site plan (Figure 21: C4 Sample Site Plan) and section
(Figure 22: C4 Sample Site Section) has also been supplied (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 283-284). It has been drawn to showcase the
potential layout of the components that have been listed within the C4 section, and shows
how the site contours can be used beneficially to capture and slow water running down
the site. Also allowing for the ‘Crops’ and ‘Livestock’ area to be shared and provide a
reciprocal relationship between the two. This page of the handbook also reminds the
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reader of the total cost after adding on the ‘Livestock’ and ‘Crops’ categories to their
section, which leaves the final estimated total cost at $577,344. The Shmo’s site has a
large grade change from the south down to the north and east, so seeing an example of
how to work with site contours and changing topography reassures them that their site
can be used to its maximum potential even though it is not flat. Since they are going to be
using a rain water cistern to water the crops and provide water to the animals, the
suggestions for swales and berms to slow down the water as it makes its way down the
site is very helpful.

Figure 21: C4 Sample 35-Acre Site Plan
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Figure 22: C4 Sample Site Section
The last page of the C4 section consists of a flowchart (Figure 23: C4
Component's Flowchart) that explains how the basic necessities of life, being sun, water,
and air are shared by every single component on the homestead (Appendix A: The
Homestead Helper Handbook, page 285). They are what provide every single living thing
on the homestead with life. The Homestead Helper Handbook enforces the idea that the
homestead requires each and every part to work together and benefit one another from
start to finish. The Shmos did not realize how connected every component of their
homestead would be, but are looking forward to creating their own web of components
on their site with the components that they choose.
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Figure 23: C4 Components Flowchart
5.6 Shmo Family Starts Designing and Planning
After reading through the C4 section, and determining what can and cannot work for
their site, the Shmos have what it takes to start designing and planning their homestead.
They can begin layering the different sections onto their site plan and decide what
placement works best for their needs and the conditions of their site, starting with the
home (Figure 24: Shmo Site with Home). Then they will decide where the crops will be
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planted (Figure 25: Shmo Site with Home and Crops), and where their big, beautiful barn
will sit (Figure 26: Shmo Site with Home, Crops, and Barn). Then finally, the area they
will dedicate to the livestock to spend most of their time (Figure 27: Shmo Site with
Home, Crops, Barn, and Livestock).

Figure 24: Shmo Site with Home
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Figure 25: Shmo Site with Home and Crops

Figure 26: Shmo Site with Home, Crops, and Barn
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Figure 27: Shmo Site with Home, Crops, Barn, and Livestock
Since they are starting their homestead from the ground up, they recognize that it
will take a few years before everything is established and in its final form, especially after
reading the disclaimers (Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook, page 3-4) at the
beginning of the handbook. They also have never run a farm or garden this large, and
plan to take things slowly so they do not overwhelm themselves. To do this, they most
likely will start with only a few animals (e.g., hens, broilers, and turkeys), so they can
focus on the success and proper storage of their crops during the first few year(s). They
also have decided to leave a portion of the site untouched to start, so it will be available
for future expansion if needed (Figure 28: Shmo Site with Home, Crops, Barn, Livestock,
and Untouched Area). This area is comprised mostly of mature trees, so it can act as a
privacy barrier or used for firewood or lumber.
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Figure 28: Shmo Site with Home, Crops, Barn, Livestock, and Untouched Area
5.7 Shmo Family Analysis of the Homestead Helper Handbook
Considering the Shmo family did not have any prior knowledge of homesteading,
building a new home, being off-grid or self-sufficiency, reading through the Homestead
Helper Handbook has completely shaped their outlook on homesteading. They would not
have known where to start, or what components were necessary to be off-grid or selfsustaining. They also had no idea what the cost for building their new home would be and
what they should expect to spend. All they knew was that they have $700,000 to dedicate
towards it, so seeing an estimated cost of $577,344 after reading through the C4 section
enforces the idea that it may take them a few years to implement all of the components
they wish to see on their site. They also were nervous about their site being steep and
angled down to the north, rather than the south. The handbook reassured them that the
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contours could actually be used to their benefit, and will allow them to have some fun
with their site design while simultaneously collecting and slowing down site water
runoff. The handbook has acted as the perfect jumping off point for them as a family, and
has made them extremely excited to get the ball rolling with their previous ideas and new
knowledge. They feel confident to start researching each component more in depth, and
use the Homestead Helper Handbook as a reference to direct the more extensive studies.
They now have the basics to help turn their dreams into a reality.

Figure 29: Shmo Family Homestead Vision Collage
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6. LIMITATIONS OF THE HOMESTEAD HELPER HANDBOOK
6.1 A Basis for Decision Making
The Homestead Helper Handbook has been developed solely from research and not
from real-world experience and hands on knowledge. This is why the information in the
handbook is only intended to act as a basis for decision making and initial planning
stages. It has not been personally tried or proven to be true. Based on the background
research that has been conducted, in theory, all of the components can work together and
successfully function off-grid and self-sufficiently, but has not actually been proven due
to the lack of real-life experimentation. When the means of personal experimentation
become available (in real-life, architectural firm practice), the guide will be updated and
can act more as tried-and-true suggestions rather than just research based.
Due to the handbook only being suggestions for the planning stages of a homestead,
the inhabitants should conduct more personal, extensive research on each component and
utility. This is mentioned in the disclaimers as well. Since the research for this handbook
has only taken place during the duration of graduate school, it merely scratches the
surface of the information that could be provided for the reader. Hence why this is only
meant to act as a reference when the future homesteader is planning the layout and
makeup of the homestead.
6.2 Floor Plans, Sections, Site Plans, and Site Sections Are Only Samples
The floor plans, sections, site plans, and site section drawings that are provided for
each section to better explain how the components can be placed and function together
within a space are all only intended to act as a sample. They have been added only to
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provide a visual space to showcase the specific components that have been suggested
within each associated section. It is understood that the site, topography, and house of the
reader will not in any way resemble the drawings within the handbook. It would not be
feasible to provide suggestions based on a specific place, which is what drove the
decision to provide stylized drawings to connect the information and suggestions.
The only time a real site has been referred to is in Chapter 5, where the Shmo’s site is
used to discuss the reading and application of the C4 section and the possible placement
of specific home and site components.
6.3 Costs Are Estimates
The task of adding a cost to each and every component within the Homestead Helper
Handbook has been difficult due to the fact that costs vary based on provider, brand,
location, labor costs, and availability, amongst many other things. Costs also change year
by year, and the costs provided have been based off the average of the most current
information available for New England that can be readily found. The costs have only
been provided in order to determine if it will fit within the specific associated section’s
criteria for cost. The cost of labor, installation, and to run the components has also not
been configured into the estimated cost. This is due to the fact that these costs vary even
more extensively than the component itself, based on provider, brand, location,
availability, and experience of the contractor/company.
6.4 Designed for Use in New England
The information in the Homestead Helper Handbook has been based on research
provided for New England. Considering there are also major differences in climate,
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weather, soil types, costs, availability, feasibility, and styles depending on the location
within the United States, it made sense to only focus on New England.
6.5 Time, Effort, Dedication, Patience
This thesis and the Homestead Helper Handbook do not address the time, effort,
dedication or patience that will be involved in the start up and success of a homestead. As
mentioned, every site, home, and individual are unique and will require different things in
order to survive and thrive. It is impossible to make assumptions or suggestions on how
much will have to be put in to run a successful off-grid, self-sufficient homestead. The
amounts of personal input are unknown and cannot be made until experimented upon.
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7. REFLECTION
Through researching and understanding the background information required for
making suggestions in the Homestead Helper Handbook, along with creating guidelines
and determining components that specifically fit within them, the creation and
development of this thesis has provided immeasurable personal gain. I look forward to
continuing my research in practice, referring back to my handbook, and updating the
information within it based off real hands-on experiences.
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8. CONCLUSION
Is there a systematic way to develop a tool to evaluate, and aid in the design of, a selfsustaining, off-grid homestead? If so, what shape will it take? Through the development
and use of the Homestead Helper Handbook, starting an off-grid, self-sufficient
homestead from the ground up can be attainable to any person wishing to start one in
New England. After reading the specific suggestions and ideas from the handbook, any
person, from any background or profession, will have the necessary means to start the
planning and design stages of their cohesive, connected system of components that will
make up their homestead. Keeping in mind that all sites, soils, and locations are unique
and require their own understanding before acting upon, the Shmo Family along with
anyone who reads the Homestead Helper Handbook, will have a basis of suggestions and
information that allows them to start planning a self-sufficient, off-grid, homestead of
their very own.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: The Homestead Helper Handbook
(See next page for page 1 of the Homestead Helper Handbook.)
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The

Homestead
Helper
Handbook
A Guide to Help Start a Self-Sufficient, Off-Grid, Homestead in New England from the Ground Up

Congratulations!
You are thinking about starting your very own, off-grid, self-sustaining homestead. I
applaud you for thinking about taking the steps towards living along side the land, and not
having to rely on others to sustain the life you live. The information and guidance in this
document are only intended to act as a basis to enhance your decision making experience.
Final decisions should be based off of individual site, site amenities, existing conditions,
and personal preferences. This guide is recommended to be used for the initial planning
and designing to start a homestead from the ground up in New England. Please read the
disclaimers and instructions on the following pages before proceeding, and good luck!

2

Disclaimers
1.

The information within this handbook has been based off of research from New

England and is only intended to be a guide for starting a homestead in New England
(Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont, with
the possibilities of being extended to New York as well). More specifically, it has only
taken into consideration the climates of New England states (cold climates, requiring heat
for more than half of the year).
2.

The information provided within each section is a merely a suggestion based off

of the studies I have performed regarding homesteading, off-gridding, self-sufficiency,
passive home strategies, home design, home utilities/components, and site strategies
regarding permaculture (animals and crops). Your own, individual research should and
must be performed before moving forward with any of these suggestions.
3.

The information provided within each section is also only based off of research and

studies, none of which has been personally tested on a real site. They are only suggestions
that work together in theory, based off of my knowledge from my undergraduate and
master’s degree architectural and sustainability studies. Once again, your own individual
research is necessary before applying any of the information to your site.
4.

Every site is entirely unique in respect to location, size, amenities, and existing

conditions, and should be thoroughly and accurately mapped out and recorded before
moving forward with any site design.
5.

Every individual/inhabitant/family is entirely unique and will require specific needs

in order for survival on a homestead. This is based on the number of inhabitants, diets,
allergies, food sensitivities, and preferences. These specific needs should be documented
beforehand, implemented into design, and accounted for throughout the entire process of
starting a homestead in order for each member to comfortably survive and prosper.
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Disclaimers (continued)
6.

When beginning a homestead, being entirely self-sufficient is close to impossible

within the first year(s) of startup. Not only do the most beneficial crops/plants/methods
take years to establish and mature, but it will take multiple seasons of trial and error before
success is achieved. Allow time for plants, trees, and crops to establish and mature, and do
not be discouraged if it takes longer than planned.
7.

Take specific notes on methods and strategies that work best for the homestead, and

remember that every success is only specific to the site it was applied to.
8.

Remember that the information in this handbook only scratches the surface regarding

the details that must go into a successful homestead, especially one that is self-sufficient
and off-grid 100% of the year in New England. That being said, self-sufficiency for the
entire year will rely mainly on preservation and storage methods for food and products that
will allow them to last until the next growing season. This is not touched on in this guide.
9.

There is no right or wrong way to do a homestead, what works best for you and

your homestead’s inhabitants along with the nature and environment on your site will be
what is ‘right’. Do not be afraid to eliminate or change any feature or component that is not
advantageous to the success of your homestead.
10.

The cost listed for each component within the handbook and the total cost that is

added up within each section is only to act as a suggested cost. It is based off of average
cost data from New England and the United States and is only intended to act as a basis for
planning purposes. It does not take into account the cost for installation, transportation, or
additional supplies.
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Definitions
Self-Sustaining (adj.) “able to continue in a healthy state without outside assistance”
Off-Grid

(adj.) “a characteristic of buildings and a lifestyle designed in an independent
manner without reliance on one or more public utilities”

Homestead

(adj.) “any dwelling with its land and buildings where a family makes its
home”

Resilience

(noun) “the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness”

Inhabitant

(noun) “a person or animal that lives in or occupies a place”

Silvopasture

(verb) “the practice of integrating trees, forage, and grazing of domesticated
animals in a mutually beneficial way”

Livestock

(noun) “farm animals regarded as an asset”

Crops

(noun) “a cultivated plant that is grown as food, especially a grain, fruit, or
vegetable”

Swale

(noun) “a low or hollow place, especially a marshy depression between
ridges”

Mound

(noun) “a rounded mass projecting above a surface”

Rhizosphere

(noun) “the region of soil in the vicinity of plant roots in which the
chemistry and microbiology is influenced by their growth, respiration, and
nutrient exchange”

Understory

(noun) “a layer of vegetation beneath the main canopy of a forest”

Perennial

(noun) “a plant that is lasting or existing for a long or apparently infinite
time; enduring or continually recurring”

Prefab

(adj.) short for prefabricated, “(of a building or piece of furniture)
manufactured in sections to enable quick or easy assembly on site”
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How to use the Homestead Helper Table

$100,000 - 300,000

$300,000 - 600,000

$600,000 - 900,000

$900,000 - 1,000,000+

Less Than 1 Acre - 3 Acres

A1

B1

C1

D1

3 Acres - 10 Acres

A2

B2

C2

D2

10 Acres - 20 Acres

A3

B3

C3

D3

20 Acres - 50+ Acres

A4

B4

C4

D4

Table 1.1: The Homestead Helper Table

Using specific individual criteria, determine the available funds for beginning a homestead
and locate along the top x-axis. Then determine the available amount of space for developing
the homestead and locate along the left y-axis. Using these two starting positions, locate
where the two meet within the body of the table (for example: if one has $700,000 and 15
acres of land, they would meet in square C3).
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The Homestead Helper Table

$100,000 - 300,000

$300,000 - 600,000

$600,000 - 900,000

$900,000 - 1,000,000+

Less Than 1 Acre - 3 Acres

A1

B1

C1

D1

3 Acres - 10 Acres

A2

B2

C2

D2

10 Acres - 20 Acres

A3

B3

C3

D3

20 Acres - 50+ Acres

A4

B4

C4

D4

Table 1.1: The Homestead Helper Table
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The Homestead Helper Formula
This formula has been used to determine the components within each category.

( + )
( + + +
=
Your Site
(in acres)

)

First, one starts with the funds they have set aside to start a homestead and add
that together with a site that consists of however many acres. Then, after referencing the
Homestead Helper Table, the output of a section is received. Within that section, one
will receive, and subtract the space and costs of the Home, Crops, Livestock, and Other
categories. What they will be left with is the means to start planning and designing their
very own off-grid, self-sustaining homestead.
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The following tables will be referenced throughout this document. Their information will
play a role in the decision making done during design. Please refer back to them at any
time.

Space & Housing Requirements per one Animal
Fencing(?)

Typical Family Needs

Typical Cost
Per Year

1-2 acres

Electric, wooden rail,
or woven wire

1 horse per family
member

$3,549

100-125 sq. ft.

1-2 acres

1/2 - 1 beef animal/
Barbed wire, Electric, year; raise 2 animals/yr
to provide continuous
Woven wire
supply

75-100 sq. ft.

100-125 sq. ft.

1-2 acres

Barbed wire, Electric,
Woven wire

1-2 cows

$1,120.50

Enclosed barn with removable
side panels or windows (50'
setback)

20-25 sq. ft.

50 sq. ft.

0.2-0.3 acres

Electric, woven wire

2-3 goats

$1,024

Pig

Enclosed barn, huts, shed,
hutches or lean-to (50'
setback)

48 sq. ft. with exercise yard; 100 sq. ft.
without exercise yard

200 sq. ft.

12-14 sows/acre/ rotational
pasture

electric, plank rail

2 pigs per yr.

$740.20

Sheep

Open front 3-sided shed (50'
setback)

20-25 sq. ft.

50 sq. ft.

0.2-0.3 acres

Electric, woven wire

6 sheep

$211.67

Hen

Enclosed barn (50' setback)

3-4 sq. ft.

10 sq. ft.

Chicken wire

6 hens

$300

Broiler

Enclosed barn (50' setback)

3-4 sq. ft.

10 sq. ft.

24 broilers

$10

Turkey

Enclosed barn (50' setback)

6 sq. ft.

20 sq. ft.

12 turkeys

$40

Animal

Housing Type & Setbacks

Enclosed Housing Area Per Animal Exercise area per Animal Pasture Area Per Animal

Horse

Enclosed ventilated barn or
open 3 sided barn (50'
setback)

Tie Stalls: 45 sq. ft. (5'x9') Box Stall:
(12'x8' or 10'x10')

200 sq. ft.

Beef Cow

Open front 3-sided barn (50'
setback)

75-100 sq. ft.

Dairy Cow

Open front 3-sided barn, freestall or enclosed stanchion
barn (50' setback)

Dairy Goat

100 sq. ft.

Chicken wire

Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal

https://extension.unh.edu/resources/files/Resource000471_Rep493.pdf
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$330

Crop Name Number of Plants Per Person Spacing of Crop

Artichoke
Arugula
Asparagus
Beans
Beets
Broccoli
Brussel Sprouts
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Corn
Cucumber
Eggplant
Garlic
Horseradish
Kale
Leeks
Lettuce
Melon
Mustard
Onion
Parsnip
Peas
Pepper
Potato
Pumpkin
Rhubarb
Rutabaga
Scallions
Shallot
Spinach
Squash
Sunflower
Sweet Potato
Tomatillo
Tomatoes
Turnip
Watermelon

1-2
5
20-50 roots per household
4-8
5-10
2-4
1-2
4-8
20-30
1-2
5
12-20
6
1-2
12-16
1
4-5
12-15
6-10
2
6-10
7-10
10
30
2-3
1
1-2
2-3
5-10
1-2 lbs
2-12 cloves
15
1-2
1
5
1-2
1-6
5-10
2

4'-6'
6"
12"
24"-30"
3"
18"-24"
18"-24"
24"-30"
1.5"-2"
18"-24"
6"
4"-6"
1'-3'
24"-30"
3"-6"
30"-36"
12"
6"-10"
4"-12"
3'-4'
6"-12"
4"-5"
3"-4"
2"-4"
18"-24"
10"-14"
6'-8' on hills
3'-6'
4"-6"
2"
2'-4'
3"-4"
2'-4'
8"-12"
12"
10"
42"
5"-8"
4'

Table 1.3: Crop Amounts and Spatial Requirements
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Average Water Usage Per Person

88 Gallons/Day

Average Electricity Usage Per Household

29.16 kWh/Day

Average Amount of Income Spent on Food

9.50%

Average Calories Consumed in a Day

2475 Calories/Male
1833 Calories/Female

Table 1.4: Average American Usage for Multiple Categories
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Homestead Helper Site Breakdown
Every section within the guide will be explained in detail while referencing back to it’s site.
Each site will be broken down into 4 main categories:
•

Other

•

Home

•

Crops

•

Livestock

Within each category, components will be broken down further, into subcategories:
•

Other
1. Power
2. Water
3. Septic

•

Home
4. Heating Systems
5. Cooling Systems
6. Ventilation
7. Building + Materials

•

Crops
8. Suggestions
9. Structure

•

Livestock
10. Suggestions
11. Space
12. Structure
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What To Do Before Starting Design
When planning any site, before starting design, one has to have an up to date and specific
site plan. One also has to be aware of:

•

Town zoning laws

•

Site setbacks

•

Existing site features

•

Water on site (above and below ground)

•

Types of soil on site

•

Climate of the location of the site

•

Yearly and seasonal weather and wind patterns on site

This will guide the placement of all the features and components during the design and
planning stages on the homestead. Please note, all site data can generally be found using
existing site plans, contacting the city or town, or contacting a professional to conduct a
survey.

Now, please proceed to the next page to find the page numbers that go along with the
associated section that has been determined using the Homestead Helper Table. After
reading through the entire section and getting a general understanding for all of the
components listed within the section, one should have the basis for beginning the design
and planning of a self-sufficient, off-grid, homestead.
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Associated Sections
A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

page 15 - 35

A2

3 Acres-10 Acres and $100,000-300,000

page 36 - 57

A3

10 Acres-20 Acres and $100,000-300,000

page 58 - 79

A4

20 Acres-50+ Acres and $100,000-300,000

page 80 - 101

B1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $300,000-600,000

page 102 - 124

B2

3 Acres-10 Acres and $300,000-600,000

page 125 - 147

B3

10 Acres-20 Acres and $300,000-600,000

page 148 - 170

B4

20 Acres-50+ Acres and $300,000-600,000

page 171 - 193

C1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $600,000-900,000

page 194 - 216

C2

3 Acres-10 Acres and $600,000-900,000

page 217 - 239

C3

10 Acres-20 Acres and $600,000-900,000

page 240 - 262

C4

20 Acres-50+ Acres and $600,000-900,000

page 263 - 285

D1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $900,000-1,000,000+

page 286 - 309

D2

3 Acres-10 Acres and $900,000-1,000,000+

page 310 - 333

D3

10 Acres-20 Acres and $900,000-1,000,000+

page 334 - 357

D4

20 Acres-50+ Acres and $900,000-1,000,000+

page 358 - 381
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A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

Other

1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible

15

Total Cost: $15,108

A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

Other

2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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Total Cost: $20,708

A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

Other

3. Septic
Suggestion:

Self-Contained Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$1400

Specs:		

Not much larger than average toilet
No need for septic or tanks

Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
Positive
Attributes:

Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Drain to Mulch Basin/Drain Out Back

Cost:		

$50 + Cost of mulch

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house to a mulch basin filled
with plants that can handle the flow of water being transported from the
greywater fixtures.
		
Requirements: In order to use without the need for a pump, place greywater fixtures
above the location that is being irrigated so the downward slope of the
pipes will transport the greywater from the fixtures to the ground using
gravity.		
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
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Total Cost: $22,158

A1

Home

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000
4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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Total Cost: $22,158

A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

Home

4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device
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Total Cost: $23,908

A1

Home

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000
5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $2,400 = $300 x 8 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
20

Total Cost: $26,308

A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

Home

5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Window Air Conditioner Unit (if needed)

Cost:		

Around $300

Specs:		

Transfers heat from inside home to the outdoors
Can generally fit the size of any window
Comes in range of sizes to cool all sizes of spaces

Requirements: Window with outlet nearby
Does not take moisture out of air so dehumidifier may be necessary
Positive
Attributes:
Cools space very quickly
Cheap option for quality cooling
Does not require ducts or cutting into walls
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Total Cost: $26,608

A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

Home

6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $800 = $100 x 8 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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Total Cost: $27,545.50

A1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000

Home

6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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Total Cost: $29,073.50

A1

Home

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000
7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Concrete Slab

Cost:		

Around $3,250 = $6.50 per square foot x 500 square feet
$6.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

Concrete poured on top of very compact gravel base
Slab poured at grade with ground
4-6” thick concrete

Requirements: Good drainage system for water to flow away from base of home
Positive
Attributes:

Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a crawl space or basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $182,000 = $182 per square foot x 1000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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Total Cost: $214,323.50

A1

Home

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000
7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $1 per square foot x 1000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Total Cost: $215,323.50

A1

Other + Home

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000
Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $215,324 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house

All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back
- Direct sink water into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Dryer Washer
Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

1'

A1 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Concrete Slab
- 4-6” thick concrete
- Poured on top of dense packed gravel
- Poured at grade with ground

A1

Other + Home

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $100,000-300,000
Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $215,324 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
ERV/HRV
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Active ventilation open windows
- Can reduce cost/amount
heating
and
- Can of
reduce
need
for cooling
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
Southern Shading
- Located
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices
to in
theattic so warm air rises up and
typically at night
south to block powerful sun raysout,
during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
- Used for non-thermal
massetc.
walls, floors,
rafters,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Photovoltaic Panels
Operable Windows
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation Southern Shading
Roof
overhangs, and shading devices to the
- Located on either side of home- to
create
south to block powerful sun rays during
cross breeze
warm months

Central Composting Toilet
All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
- Located above central composting unit
Drain Out Back
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
- Direct sink water into landscape
system
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
Self-Contained Composting
Toilet
used to water
plants/crops on site
- Contains all compost within unit

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, darkOperable
in color Windows
Located
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap -sun’s
raysto take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Natural form of ventilation
day/night
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
Thermal Mass
- Receives greywater from sinks,
laundry,
- 8-16”
thick masonry wall, dark in color
showers
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Sun gets trapped between glassday/night
walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry Heater
Thermal Mass
- Located in center of home to evenly
- Chimney connecteddistribute
to Woodwarmth
Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove
andonce
releases
- Is lit
a day,itburns very hot, thermal
throughout day
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
- Water can be used directly for plants,
laundry, showers
animals, etc.
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
- Water can also be filtered to use for
while it gets cleaned
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

Food Storage ClosetGreywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry
Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth
from
- During
cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
from room and releases it to outdoors

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

3'
1'

10'
5'

10'
5'

Well: Pressure Tank
Concrete Slab
- Located in basement
- 4-6” thick concrete- Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
- Poured on top of dense
gravel
waterpacked
from deep
groundwater
- Poured at grade with ground
Central Composting System
- Located in basement, ideally directly below
central composting toilets
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

A1 Home Section
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Crops

8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 1 acre towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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Crops

9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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Livestock

10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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Livestock

11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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Livestock

12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 100 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $1600 = $16 per square foot x 100 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Total Cost: $216,923.50
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Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $216,923.50 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/
seedlings, plants, livestock

Specs:

2-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 2-Acre Site

Barn
- Approximately 100 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 1000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields
25'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

10' 50'

A1 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

A1
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Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components

Sun

Radiation

PV Panels

Electricity

Technology

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass

Captures Heat,
Releases Heat

Light
Energy

Trees,
Forest

Lumber,
Timber

Crop
Fields

Crop
Yield

Comfort,
Warmth

Wood
Cookstove

Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back &
Branced Drain

Water

Air

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Rainfall

Rain
Barrel

Self-Contained
Composting
Toilet

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Convection
Current

Night Purge
Ventilation

Air Flow

Nutrients
for
Crops

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Operable
Windows

Homestead
Inhabitants

Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Crop
Yield

Passive
Ventilation
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Self-Contained Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$1400

Specs:		

Not much larger than average toilet
No need for septic or tanks

Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Drain to Mulch Basin/Drain Out Back

Cost:		

$50 + Cost of mulch

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house to a mulch basin filled
with plants that can handle the flow of water being transported from the
greywater fixtures.
		
Requirements: In order to use without the need for a pump, place greywater fixtures
above the location that is being irrigated so the downward slope of the
pipes will transport the greywater from the fixtures to the ground using
gravity.		
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $2,400 = $300 x 8 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
42
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Window Air Conditioner Unit (if needed)

Cost:		

Around $300

Specs:		

Transfers heat from inside home to the outdoors
Can generally fit the size of any window
Comes in range of sizes to cool all sizes of spaces

Requirements: Window with outlet nearby
Does not take moisture out of air so dehumidifier may be necessary
Positive
Attributes:
Cools space very quickly
Cheap option for quality cooling
Does not require ducts or cutting into walls
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $800 = $100 x 8 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Concrete Slab

Cost:		

Around $3,250 = $6.50 per square foot x 500 square feet
$6.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

Concrete poured on top of very compact gravel base
Slab poured at grade with ground
4-6” thick concrete

Requirements: Good drainage system for water to flow away from base of home
Positive
Attributes:

Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a crawl space or basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $182,000 = $182 per square foot x 1000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $1 per square foot x 1000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $215,599 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house

All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back
- Direct sink water into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Dryer Washer
Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'
1'

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

A2 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Concrete Slab
- 4-6” thick concrete
- Poured on top of dense packed gravel
- Poured at grade with ground
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $215,599 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
ERV/HRV
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Active ventilation open windows
- Can reduce cost/amount
heating
and
- Can of
reduce
need
for cooling
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
Southern Shading
- Located
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices
to in
theattic so warm air rises up and
typically at night
south to block powerful sun raysout,
during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
- Used for non-thermal
massetc.
walls, floors,
rafters,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Photovoltaic Panels
Operable Windows
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation Southern Shading
Roof
overhangs, and shading devices to the
- Located on either side of home- to
create
south to block powerful sun rays during
cross breeze
warm months

Central Composting Toilet
All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
- Located above central composting unit
Drain Out Back
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
- Direct sink water into landscape
system
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
Self-Contained Composting
Toilet
used to water
plants/crops on site
- Contains all compost within unit

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, darkOperable
in color Windows
Located
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap -sun’s
raysto take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Natural form of ventilation
day/night
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
Thermal Mass
- Receives greywater from sinks,
laundry,
- 8-16”
thick masonry wall, dark in color
showers
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Sun gets trapped between glassday/night
walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry Heater
Thermal Mass
- Located in center of home to evenly
- Chimney connecteddistribute
to Woodwarmth
Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove
andonce
releases
- Is lit
a day,itburns very hot, thermal
throughout day
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day
Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- North side of house- Located uphill from where water is needed

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
- Water can be used directly for plants,
laundry, showers
animals, etc.
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
- Water can also be filtered to use for
while it gets cleaned
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry
Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth
from
- During
cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
from room and releases it to outdoors

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

5'

3'
1'

10'

10'
5'

Greywater Reuse: Laundry
to Landscape
Well: Pressure
Tank
- Located uphill from- Located
where water
is needed
in basement
- Distributed into soil,
filtered by
+ roots,
- Connects
tosoil
outdoor
well pump that takes
used to water plants/crops
on sitedeep groundwater
water from
Concrete Slab
- 4-6” thick concreteCentral Composting System
- Located
in gravel
basement, ideally directly below
- Poured on top of dense
packed
central
composting toilets
- Poured at grade with
ground
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

A2 Home Section
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 2-5 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 100 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $1600 = $16 per square foot x 100 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $217,199 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

6.5-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 6.5-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 100 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 1000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

25'
10' 50'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

A2 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
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Electricity
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Thermal
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Timber
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Fields

Crop
Yield

Comfort,
Warmth

Wood
Cookstove

Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back &
Branced Drain

Water

Air

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Laundry
to Landscape

Rainfall

Rain
Barrel

Self-Contained
Composting
Toilet

Nutrients
for
Crops

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Convection
Current

Night Purge
Ventilation

Air Flow

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Operable
Windows

Homestead
Inhabitants

Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Crop
Yield

Passive
Ventilation
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Self-Contained Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$1400

Specs:		

Not much larger than average toilet
No need for septic or tanks

Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Mini-Leachfield

Cost:		

About $350

Specs:		

A completely buried subsurface irrigation method that distributes water
evenly underneath gravel or mulch
		
Requirements: A splitting tee, ½” tubing that goes through the bottom of an upside-down
flower pot, with another splitting tee at the end
A mulch filled basin is necessary to drain all of the greywater into
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Evenly distributes the greywater
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $2,400 = $300 x 8 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Window Air Conditioner Unit (if needed)

Cost:		

Around $300

Specs:		

Transfers heat from inside home to the outdoors
Can generally fit the size of any window
Comes in range of sizes to cool all sizes of spaces

Requirements: Window with outlet nearby
Does not take moisture out of air so dehumidifier may be necessary
Positive
Attributes:
Cools space very quickly
Cheap option for quality cooling
Does not require ducts or cutting into walls
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $800 = $100 x 8 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Concrete Slab

Cost:		

Around $3,250 = $6.50 per square foot x 500 square feet
$6.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

Concrete poured on top of very compact gravel base
Slab poured at grade with ground
4-6” thick concrete

Requirements: Good drainage system for water to flow away from base of home
Positive
Attributes:

Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a crawl space or basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $182,000 = $182 per square foot x 1000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $1 per square foot x 1000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $215,899 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
- Direct sink water beneath soil into mulch
filled basin
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Dryer Washer
Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'
1'

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

A3 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Concrete Slab
- 4-6” thick concrete
- Poured on top of dense packed gravel
- Poured at grade with ground
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $215,899 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
ERV/HRV
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Active ventilation open windows
- Can reduce cost/amount
heating
and
- Can of
reduce
need
for cooling
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
Southern Shading
- Located
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices
to in
theattic so warm air rises up and
typically at night
south to block powerful sun raysout,
during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
- Used for non-thermal
massetc.
walls, floors,
rafters,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Photovoltaic Panels
Operable Windows
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation Southern Shading
Roof
overhangs, and shading devices to the
- Located on either side of home- to
create
south to block powerful sun rays during
cross breeze
warm months

Central Composting Toilet
All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
- Located above central composting unit
- Direct sink water beneath soil into mulch
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
filled basin
system
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
Self-Contained Composting
Toilet
used to water
plants/crops on site
- Contains all compost within unit

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, darkOperable
in color Windows
Located
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap -sun’s
raysto take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Natural form of ventilation
day/night
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
Thermal Mass
- Receives greywater from sinks,
laundry,
- 8-16”
thick masonry wall, dark in color
showers
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Sun gets trapped between glassday/night
walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry Heater
Thermal Mass
- Located in center of home to evenly
- Chimney connecteddistribute
to Woodwarmth
Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove
andonce
releases
- Is lit
a day,itburns very hot, thermal
throughout day
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day
Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- North side of house- Located uphill from where water is needed

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
- Water can be used directly for plants,
laundry, showers
animals, etc.
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
- Water can also be filtered to use for
while it gets cleaned
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry
Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth
from
- During
cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
from room and releases it to outdoors

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

5'

3'
1'

10'

10'
5'

Greywater Reuse: Laundry
to Landscape
Well: Pressure
Tank
- Located uphill from- Located
where water
is needed
in basement
- Distributed into soil,
filtered by
+ roots,
- Connects
tosoil
outdoor
well pump that takes
used to water plants/crops
on sitedeep groundwater
water from
Concrete Slab
- 4-6” thick concreteCentral Composting System
- Located
in gravel
basement, ideally directly below
- Poured on top of dense
packed
central
composting toilets
- Poured at grade with
ground
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

A3 Home Section
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 9-12 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping
in mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 100 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $1600 = $16 per square foot x 100 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Total Cost: $217,498.50
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $217,499 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

15-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 15-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Home
- Approximately 1000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 100 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

25'
10' 50'

A3 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
Positive
		
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Self-Contained Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$1400

Specs:		

Not much larger than average toilet
No need for septic or tanks

Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Mini-Leachfield

Cost:		

About $350

Specs:		

A completely buried subsurface irrigation method that distributes water
evenly underneath gravel or mulch
		
Requirements: A splitting tee, ½” tubing that goes through the bottom of an upside-down
flower pot, with another splitting tee at the end
A mulch filled basin is necessary to drain all of the greywater into
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Evenly distributes the greywater
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device

Suggestion:

Radiant Panel

Cost:		

Around $1325 per panel

Specs:		

Generally made out of aluminum
Heated using electricity or hydronic
Used for supplemental source of heat
Panels controlled individually

Requirements: Must be installed to a wall or ceiling
Positive
Attributes:

Good at keeping a space very comfortable
Uses radiant heat rather than the blowing of hot air
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $2,400 = $300 x 8 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Window Air Conditioner Unit (if needed)

Cost:		

Around $300

Specs:		

Transfers heat from inside home to the outdoors
Can generally fit the size of any window
Comes in range of sizes to cool all sizes of spaces

Requirements: Window with outlet nearby
Does not take moisture out of air so dehumidifier may be necessary
Positive
Attributes:
Cools space very quickly
Cheap option for quality cooling
Does not require ducts or cutting into walls
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $800 = $100 x 8 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Concrete Slab

Cost:		

Around $3,250 = $6.50 per square foot x 500 square feet
$6.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

Concrete poured on top of very compact gravel base
Slab poured at grade with ground
4-6” thick concrete

Requirements: Good drainage system for water to flow away from base of home
Positive
Attributes:

Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a crawl space or basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $182,000 = $182 per square foot x 1000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $1 per square foot x 1000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $217,224 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
- Direct sink water beneath soil into mulch
filled basin
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Dryer Washer
Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

1'

A4 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Concrete Slab
- 4-6” thick concrete
- Poured on top of dense packed gravel
- Poured at grade with ground
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $217,224 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1000 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
ERV/HRV
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Active ventilation open windows
- Can reduce cost/amount
heating
and
- Can of
reduce
need
for cooling
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
Southern Shading
- Located
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices
to in
theattic so warm air rises up and
typically at night
south to block powerful sun raysout,
during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Photovoltaic Panels
Operable Windows
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation Southern Shading
Roof
overhangs, and shading devices to the
- Located on either side of home- to
create
south to block powerful sun rays during
cross breeze
warm months

All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
Central Composting Toilet
- Direct sink water beneath
soilabove
into mulch
- Located
central composting unit
filled basin
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
- Distributed into soil,
filtered by soil + roots,
system
used to water plants/crops on site

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, darkOperable
in color Windows
Located
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap -sun’s
raysto take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Natural form of ventilation
day/night
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
Thermal Mass
- Receives greywater from sinks,
laundry,
- 8-16”
thick masonry wall, dark in color
showers
- Releases heat to interior throughout
- Sun gets trapped between glassday/night
walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
Self-Contained Composting Toilet
greenhouse or into landscape
- Contains all compost within unit
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
Radiant Panel
- Placed on a wall ordistribute
ceiling warmth
- Is lit
once a day, burns very hot, thermal
- Used for supplemental
heating
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
- Water can be used directly for plants,
laundry, showers
animals, etc.
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
- Water can also be filtered to use for
while it gets cleaned
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

Food Storage ClosetGreywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry
Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth
from
- During
cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
from room and releases it to outdoors

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

5'

3'
1'

10'

10'
5'

Greywater Reuse: Laundry
to Landscape
Well: Pressure
Tank
- Located uphill from- Located
where water
is needed
in basement
- Distributed into soil,
filtered by
+ roots,
- Connects
tosoil
outdoor
well pump that takes
used to water plants/crops
on sitedeep groundwater
water from
Concrete Slab
- 4-6” thick concreteCentral Composting System
- Located
in gravel
basement, ideally directly below
- Poured on top of dense
packed
central
composting toilets
- Poured at grade with
ground
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

A4 Home Section
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 15 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 100 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $1600 = $16 per square foot x 100 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Total Cost: $218,823.50
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20 Acres-50+ Acres and $100,000-300,000

Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $218,824 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

35-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 35-Acre Site

Home
- Approximately 1000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Barn
- Approximately 100 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Perennials
- Less constructed area for perennial growth
- Can later be transformed into more specific
crop growing area based off of needs

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and perennial area for short periods of time
to graze tall grasses, reduces need for
pruning while simultaneously feeds the
animals

25'
10' 50'

A4 Site Plan
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20 Acres-50+ Acres and $100,000-300,000

Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.

A4

20 Acres-50+ Acres and $100,000-300,000
Connections: All Homestead Components
Radiant
Panel

Sun

Radiation

PV Panels

Electricity

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass

Captures Heat,
Releases Heat

Light
Energy

Trees,
Forest

Lumber,
Timber

Crop
Fields

Crop
Yield

Technology

Comfort,
Warmth

Wood
Cookstove

Mini-Leachfield

Water

Air

Crop
Yield

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Laundry
to Landscape

Rainfall

Rain
Barrel

Self-Contained
Composting
Toilet

Nutrients
for
Crops

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Convection
Current

Night Purge
Ventilation

Air Flow

Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Operable
Windows

Homestead
Inhabitants

Passive
Ventilation
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Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $300,000-600,000

Other

1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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Total Cost: $15,108
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Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $300,000-600,000

Other

2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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Total Cost: $20,708
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Other

2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Requirements: Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:

Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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Total Cost: $26,208
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Other

3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Drain to Mulch Basin/Drain Out Back

Cost:		

$50 + Cost of mulch

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house to a mulch basin filled
with plants that can handle the flow of water being transported from the
greywater fixtures.
		
Requirements: In order to use without the need for a pump, place greywater fixtures
above the location that is being irrigated so the downward slope of the
pipes will transport the greywater from the fixtures to the ground using
gravity.		
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
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Total Cost: $28,263
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Other

3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Branched Drain

Cost:		

Around $500

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house, is split into a branching
network, and then leads to a mulch basin filled with plants that can handle
the flow of water being transported from the greywater fixtures

Requirements: Place greywater fixtures above the location that is being irrigated because
a constant downhill slope is required in order to transport water to the
multiple mulch basins and irrigation needs
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
Inexpensive and automated and requires little maintenance

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
Total Cost: $29,038
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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Total Cost: $29,038
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Home

4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device

Suggestion:

Radiant Panel

Cost:		

Around $1325 per panel

Specs:		

Generally made out of aluminum
Heated using electricity or hydronic
Used for supplemental source of heat
Panels controlled individually

Requirements: Must be installed to a wall or ceiling
Positive
Attributes:

Good at keeping a space very comfortable
Uses radiant heat rather than the blowing of hot air
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Total Cost: $32,113
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $300 x 10 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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Total Cost: $35,113
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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Total Cost: $37,113
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $100 x 10 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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Total Cost: $38,250.50
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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Total Cost: $39,778.50
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Crawl Space

Cost:		

Around $7,437.50 = $8.50 per square foot x 875 square feet
$8.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

18” - 4’ above ground
Made out of concrete

Requirements: Vapor barrier
Insulation
Dehumidifier to prevent mold if space becomes moist
Positive
Attributes:
Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $318,500 = $182 per square foot x 1750 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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Total Cost: $365,716
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1750 = $1 per square foot x 1750 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Total Cost: $367,466
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $367,466 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back & Branced Drain
- Direct sink water into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

1'

B1 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

B1

Other + Home

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $300,000-600,000
Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $367,466 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Night Purge Ventilation
Photovoltaic Panels - Located in attic so warm air rises up and
- Facing south for direct out,
sun exposure
typically at night

Whole House Fan
ERV/HRV
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
- Active ventilation
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Can reduce cost/amount
heating
and pulls in air from
- Creates of
suction
effect,
cooling
open windows
- Can reduce need for cooling

Southern Shading
Photovoltaic
- Roof overhangs, and shading
devicesPanels
to the
- Facing
south for direct sun exposure
south to block powerful sun
rays during
warm months
Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
Operable Windows
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
on site
open windows
- Natural form of ventilation
- Can reduce need for cooling
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze
Southern Shading
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
Thermal Mass: Trombesouth
Wallto block powerful sun rays during
- 8-16” thick masonry wall,
dark
in color
warm
months
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
Operable
Windows
day/night
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
Located
on either side of home to create
- Facing south for direct -sun
exposure
cross
breeze
- Receives greywater from
sinks,
laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between
glass walls
Thermal
Mass&
Trombe wall to heat masonry
mass
- 8-16”
thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Wood Frame Construction
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal
walls, floors,
- Used mass
for non-thermal
mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense
pack with
cellulose
- Filled
denseinsulation
pack cellulose insulation
Greywater Reuse:
Laundry
to Landscape
Central
Composting
Toilet
- Located uphill from
where
watercentral
is needed
- Located
above
composting unit
- Distributed into- soil,
filtered
by waste
soil + from
roots,toilets down to
Gravity
moves
used to water plants/crops
system on site
All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
Drain Out Back & Branched Drain
greenhouse or into landscape
- Direct sink water into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
used to water plants/crops on site
Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
Radiant Panel distribute warmth
- Placed on a wall- Is
orlit
ceiling
once a day, burns very hot, thermal
- Used for supplemental
heating distributes warmth to home
mass (masonry)
throughout day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater
from sinks,
Rain Water
Harvesting Rain Barrel
laundry, showers
- Rain water collection storage
- Greywater in turn keeps- Captures
plants hydrated
rain run off from roof
while it gets cleaned
- Water can be used directly for plants,

Central Composting Toilet
Reuse: Laundry
to Landscape
- Located above Greywater
central composting
unit
Located
uphill
from
where
- Gravity moves -waste
from
toilets
down
to water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
system
used to water plants/crops on site
Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day Well: Pressure Tank
- Located in basement
- Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
Food Storage Closet
water from deep groundwater
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house

animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.
Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During warm months, absorbs
warmth
- During
cold months, absorbs warmth from
from room and releases itsun
to outdoors
and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
3'
1'

10'
5'

1'

10'
5'

Crawl Space Central Composting System
- Located in basement, ideally directly below
- 18”-4’ tall space
central
composting
toilets
- Poured or pre-cast
concrete,
or block
wall
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

B1 Home Section
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Crops

8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 1 acre towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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Crops

9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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Livestock

10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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Livestock

11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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Livestock

12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 200 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $3200 = $16 per square foot x 200 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Total Cost: $370,666
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Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $300,000-600,000

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $370,666 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

2-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 2-Acre Site

Barn
- Approximately 200 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 1750 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields
25'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

10' 50'

B1 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

B1

Crops + Livestock

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $300,000-600,000

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
Radiant
Panel

Sun

Radiation

PV Panels

Electricity

Technology

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass

Captures Heat,
Releases Heat

Light
Energy

Trees,
Forest

Lumber,
Timber

Crop
Fields

Crop
Yield

Comfort,
Warmth

Wood
Cookstove

Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back &
Branced Drain

Water

Air

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Laundry
to Landscape

Rainfall

Rain
Barrel

Central
Composting
Toilet

Nutrients
for
Crops

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Convection
Current

Night Purge
Ventilation

Air Flow

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Operable
Windows

Homestead
Inhabitants

Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Crop
Yield

Passive
Ventilation
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3 Acres-10 Acres and $300,000-600,000
1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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Total Cost: $15,108
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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Total Cost: $20,708
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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Total Cost: $26,208
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Drain to Mulch Basin/Drain Out Back

Cost:		

$50 + Cost of mulch

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house to a mulch basin filled
with plants that can handle the flow of water being transported from the
greywater fixtures.
		
Requirements: In order to use without the need for a pump, place greywater fixtures
above the location that is being irrigated so the downward slope of the
pipes will transport the greywater from the fixtures to the ground using
gravity.		
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
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Total Cost: $28,263
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Other

3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Branched Drain

Cost:		

Around $500

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house, is split into a branching
network, and then leads to a mulch basin filled with plants that can handle
the flow of water being transported from the greywater fixtures

Requirements: Place greywater fixtures above the location that is being irrigated because
a constant downhill slope is required in order to transport water to the
multiple mulch basins and irrigation needs
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
Inexpensive and automated and requires little maintenance

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
Total Cost: $29,038
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device

Suggestion:

Radiant Panel

Cost:		

Around $1325 per panel

Specs:		

Generally made out of aluminum
Heated using electricity or hydronic
Used for supplemental source of heat
Panels controlled individually

Requirements: Must be installed to a wall or ceiling
Positive
Attributes:

Good at keeping a space very comfortable
Uses radiant heat rather than the blowing of hot air
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Total Cost: $32,113
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $300 x 10 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $100 x 10 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Crawl Space

Cost:		

Around $7,437.50 = $8.50 per square foot x 875 square feet
$8.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

18” - 4’ above ground
Made out of concrete

Requirements: Vapor barrier
Insulation
Dehumidifier to prevent mold if space becomes moist
Positive
Attributes:
Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $318,500 = $182 per square foot x 1750 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1750 = $1 per square foot x 1750 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $367,466 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back & Branced Drain
- Direct sink water into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

1'

B2 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $367,466 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Photovoltaic Panels
Purge Ventilation
- Facing south for direct Night
sun exposure
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Southern Shading
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
south to block powerful sun
rays during
Photovoltaic
Panels
warm months
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
ERV/HRV
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Active ventilation
open windows
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
- Can reduce need for cooling
cooling
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
Wood Frame Construction
rafters, etc.
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
rafters, etc.

Operable Windows
Whole House Fan
- Located to take advantage
of located
natural in
winds
- Fan
attic, when ceiling shutter
on site
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Natural form of ventilation
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Located on either side of
home
to create
open
windows
cross breeze
- Can reduce need for cooling

- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
Greywater Reuse:
Laundry
to Landscape
- Gravity
moves
waste from toilets down to
- Located uphill from
where water is needed
system
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
or into landscape
All Sinks: Draingreenhouse
to Mulch Basin/
Distributed
soil, filtered by soil + roots,
Drain Out Back- &
Branchedinto
Drain
used
tolandscape
water plants/crops on site
- Direct sink water
into
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops
site
Masonry on
Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
Radiant Panel - Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
(masonry) distributes warmth to home
- Placed on a wallmass
or ceiling
throughout
day
- Used for supplemental
heating

Thermal Mass: TrombeSouthern
Wall
Shading
- 8-16” thick masonry wall,
darkoverhangs,
in color and shading devices to the
- Roof
- Greenhouse to exterior south
to traptosun’s
blockrays
powerful sun rays during
- Releases heat to interiorwarm
throughout
months
day/night
Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
on site
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Natural form of ventilation
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
- Located on either side of home to create
showers
cross breeze
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
Greywater Filtering Plant
Beds
day/night
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
Water
Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Greywater in turn keepsRain
plants
hydrated
- Rain water collection storage
while it gets cleaned
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also
be filtered to use for
Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry
Floors
drinking,
bathing,
- During cold months, absorbs
warmth
fromlaundry, etc.

sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
from room and releases itThermal
to outdoors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
Central Composting
Toilet
- Located
uphill from where water is needed
- Located above -central
composting
unitfiltered by soil + roots,
Distributed
into soil,
- Gravity moves used
wastetofrom
down toon site
watertoilets
plants/crops
system
Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected
Wood Cookstove
Well:toPressure
Tank
- Stores heat from
stove and
it
- Located
in releases
basement
throughout day - Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
water from deep groundwater
Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house
Central Composting System

3'
1'

3'

10'
1'

5'

B2 Home Section
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10'
5'

- Located in basement, ideally directly below
Crawl Space central composting toilets
- 18”-4’ tall space
- Collects and composts human waste in unit
- Poured or pre-cast concrete, or block wall
Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 2-5 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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3 Acres-10 Acres and $300,000-600,000
11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 200 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $3200 = $16 per square foot x 200 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Total Cost: $370,666
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $370,666 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

6.5-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 6.5-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 200 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 1750 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

25'
10' 50'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

B2 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

B2

3 Acres-10 Acres and $300,000-600,000

Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
Radiant
Panel

Sun

Radiation

PV Panels

Electricity

Technology

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass

Captures Heat,
Releases Heat

Light
Energy

Trees,
Forest

Lumber,
Timber

Crop
Fields

Crop
Yield

Comfort,
Warmth

Wood
Cookstove

Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back &
Branced Drain

Water

Air

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Laundry
to Landscape

Rainfall

Rain
Barrel

Central
Composting
Toilet

Nutrients
for
Crops

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Convection
Current

Night Purge
Ventilation

Air Flow

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Operable
Windows

Homestead
Inhabitants

Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Crop
Yield

Passive
Ventilation
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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Total Cost: $15,108
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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Total Cost: $20,708
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Requirements: Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:

Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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Total Cost: $26,208
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Mini-Leachfield

Cost:		

About $350

Specs:		

A completely buried subsurface irrigation method that distributes water
evenly underneath gravel or mulch
		
Requirements: A splitting tee, ½” tubing that goes through the bottom of an upside-down
flower pot, with another splitting tee at the end
A mulch filled basin is necessary to drain all of the greywater into
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Evenly distributes the greywater
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Total Cost: $28,563
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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Total Cost: $28,838
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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Total Cost: $28,838
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device

Suggestion:

Radiant Panel

Cost:		

Around $1325 per panel

Specs:		

Generally made out of aluminum
Heated using electricity or hydronic
Used for supplemental source of heat
Panels controlled individually

Requirements: Must be installed to a wall or ceiling
Positive
Attributes:

Good at keeping a space very comfortable
Uses radiant heat rather than the blowing of hot air
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Total Cost: $31,913
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $300 x 10 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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Total Cost: $34,913
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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Total Cost: $36,913
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $100 x 10 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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Total Cost: $39,578.50
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Crawl Space

Cost:		

Around $7,437.50 = $8.50 per square foot x 875 square feet
$8.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

18” - 4’ above ground
Made out of concrete

Requirements: Vapor barrier
Insulation
Dehumidifier to prevent mold if space becomes moist
Positive
Attributes:
Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $318,500 = $182 per square foot x 1750 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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Total Cost: $365,516
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1750 = $1 per square foot x 1750 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Total Cost: $367,266
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $367,266 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
- Direct sink water beneath soil into mulch
filled basin
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

1'

B3 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $367,266 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Photovoltaic Panels
Night
Ventilation
- Facing south for direct
sun Purge
exposure
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
Southern Shading out, typically at night

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter

opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation - Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
open windows
- Can reduce cost/amount
of heating and
- Can reduce need for cooling
cooling

- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
south to block powerful
sun rays during
Photovoltaic
Panels
warm months
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Wood Frame Construction

Operable Windows Whole House Fan
- Fan located
in attic,
- Located to take advantage
of natural
windswhen ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
on site
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Natural form of ventilation
open
windows
- Located on either side
of home
to create
- Can reduce need for cooling
cross breeze
Southern
Thermal Mass: Trombe
Wall Shading
Roofdark
overhangs,
- 8-16” thick masonry-wall,
in colorand shading devices to the
south
to block
sun rays during
- Greenhouse to exterior
to trap
sun’spowerful
rays
warm
months
- Releases heat to interior
throughout
day/night
Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
on site
- Facing south for direct
sun exposure
- Natural
form of ventilation
- Receives greywater from
sinks,onlaundry,
- Located
either side of home to create
showers
cross breeze
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
Greywater Filtering day/night
Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
Rainplants
Water
Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Greywater in turn keeps
hydrated
while it gets cleaned - Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
from room and releasesThermal
it to outdoors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from
room and releases it to outdoors
Rain Water Harvesting
Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
Wood Frame Construction
rafters,
etc.walls, floors,
- Used for non-thermal
mass
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
- Located uphill from where water is needed
system
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
greenhouse or into landscape
- Direct sink water beneath
soil into
- Distributed
intomulch
soil, filtered by soil + roots,
filled basin
used to water plants/crops on site
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
Radiant Panel
(masonry) distributes warmth to home
- Placed on a wall ormass
ceiling
throughout
- Used for supplemental
heatingday
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
Central Composting
Toilet uphill from where water is needed
- Located
- Located above central
composting
- Distributed
intounit
soil, filtered by soil + roots,
- Gravity moves waste
toilets
down to on site
usedfrom
to water
plants/crops
system

3'
1'

3'

10'
1'

5'

B3 Home Section
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10'
5'

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected
to Wood
Cookstove
Well:
Pressure
Tank
- Stores heat from stove
and releases
it
- Located
in basement
throughout day
- Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
water from deep groundwater
Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house
Central Composting System
- Located in basement, ideally directly below
Crawl Space
central composting toilets
- 18”-4’ tall space - Collects and composts human waste in unit
- Poured or pre-cast concrete, or block wall
Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

B3
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10 Acres-20 Acres and $300,000-600,000
8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 9-12 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping
in mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Beef Cow
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 400 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $6400 = $16 per square foot x 400 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $373,666 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

15-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 15-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Home
- Approximately 1750 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 400 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

25'
10' 50'

B3 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Cistern

Cost:		

$20,000

Specs:		

Constructed out of concrete reinforced with steel rods, at least 6 inches
thick, cinderblocks and concrete, brick/stone and concrete, with nonporous interior, that stores 5000+ gallons of water depending on size of
cistern.

Requirements: Size cistern based on amount of annual water needs (in gallons) using the
formula: annual water needs/4 = recommended cistern size (gallons)
Cistern needs to be disinfected before use and water being stored inside
cistern needs to be disinfected every week.
Recommended to place below ground to prevent freezing.
		
Positive
Can store much more water than a rain barrel
Attributes:
Water can be used for all water needs if disinfected
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Requirements: Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:

Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Mini-Leachfield

Cost:		

About $350

Specs:		

A completely buried subsurface irrigation method that distributes water
evenly underneath gravel or mulch
		
Requirements: A splitting tee, ½” tubing that goes through the bottom of an upside-down
flower pot, with another splitting tee at the end
A mulch filled basin is necessary to drain all of the greywater into
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Evenly distributes the greywater
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device

Suggestion:

Radiant Panel

Cost:		

Around $1325 per panel

Specs:		

Generally made out of aluminum
Heated using electricity or hydronic
Used for supplemental source of heat
Panels controlled individually

Requirements: Must be installed to a wall or ceiling
Positive
Attributes:

Good at keeping a space very comfortable
Uses radiant heat rather than the blowing of hot air
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $300 x 10 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1000 = $100 x 10 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Crawl Space

Cost:		

Around $7,437.50 = $8.50 per square foot x 875 square feet
$8.50 per square foot (average)

Specs:		

18” - 4’ above ground
Made out of concrete

Requirements: Vapor barrier
Insulation
Dehumidifier to prevent mold if space becomes moist
Positive
Attributes:
Does not require deep digging of land
Costs much less than a basement
Can be used with radiant heating, passive solar, etc.

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $318,500 = $182 per square foot x 1750 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $1750 = $1 per square foot x 1750 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $387,166 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
- Direct sink water beneath soil into mulch
filled basin
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected to Wood Cookstove
- Stores heat from stove and releases it
throughout day

Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night
3'

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

1'

B4 Home First Floor Plan
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10'
5'

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $387,166 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 1750 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Photovoltaic Panels
Ventilation
- Facing south forNight
directPurge
sun exposure
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night
Southern Shading
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
south to block powerful
sun rays
during
Photovoltaic
Panels
warm months - Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
ERV/HRV
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Active ventilation
open windows
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
- Can reduce need for cooling
cooling
Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
Wood Frame Construction
rafters, etc.
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
rafters, etc.

Operable Windows
Whole House Fan
- Located to take -advantage
of in
natural
Fan located
attic, winds
when ceiling shutter
on site
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Natural form of-ventilation
Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
- Located on either
sidewindows
of home to create
open
cross breeze
- Can reduce need for cooling

- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
Greywater Reuse:
Laundry
to Landscape
- Gravity
moves
waste from toilets down to
- Located uphill from
where water is needed
system
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site
All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
All Sinks: Mini-Leachfield
- Distributed
into
soil,
filtered by soil + roots,
- Direct sink water
beneath soil
into
mulch
used to water plants/crops on site
filled basin
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops
on site
Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
Radiant Panel - Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
(masonry) distributes warmth to home
- Placed on a wallmass
or ceiling
throughout
day
- Used for supplemental
heating

Thermal Mass: Trombe
SouthernWall
Shading
- 8-16” thick masonry
dark in and
colorshading devices to the
- Roofwall,
overhangs,
- Greenhouse to exterior
trap powerful
sun’s rayssun rays during
south totoblock
- Releases heat towarm
interior
throughout
months
day/night
Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
Solar Greywater Greenhouse
on site
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Natural form of ventilation
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
- Located on either side of home to create
showers
cross breeze
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
Greywater Filtering
Plant Beds
day/night
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
Rain
Water
Harvesting
- Greywater in turn
keeps
plants
hydrated Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
while it gets cleaned
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
Thermal
Concrete/Masonry Floors
from room and releases
it toMass:
outdoors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room
and releases it to outdoors
Rain Water Harvesting
Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
Central Composting
Toilet
- Located
uphill from where water is needed
- Located above -central
composting
unitfiltered by soil + roots,
Distributed
into soil,
- Gravity moves used
wastetofrom
down toon site
watertoilets
plants/crops
system
Thermal Mass
- Chimney connected
Wood Cookstove
Well:toPressure
Tank
- Stores heat from
stove and
it
- Located
in releases
basement
throughout day - Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
water from deep groundwater
Food Storage Closet
- Cool, dry, dark space
- North side of house
Central Composting System

3'
1'

10'
5'

3'
1'

B4 Home Section
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10'
5'

- Located in basement, ideally directly below
Crawl Space central composting toilets
- 18”-4’ tall space
- Collects and composts human waste in unit
- Poured or pre-cast concrete, or block wall
Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 15 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Cool, dry place

Cost:		

Depends on size/space

Specs:		

Depends on size/space

Requirements: Different crops require different conditions:
Root crops: 32-40 degrees, 90% humidity
Apples, pears, potatoes, etc.: 32-40 degrees, 60-70% humidity
Garlic, onions, etc.: 40-50 degrees, below 60% humidity
Squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes: 50-60 degrees, 60% humidity
Positive
Attributes:
Can be a refrigerator, bulkhead, closet on north side of home
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Beef Cow
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 600 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $9600 = $16 per square foot x 600 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $396,766 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

35-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 35-Acre Site

Home
- Approximately 1750 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Barn
- Approximately 600 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Perennials
- Less constructed area for perennial growth
- Can later be transformed into more specific
crop growing area based off of needs

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and perennial area for short periods of time
to graze tall grasses, reduces need for
pruning while simultaneously feeds the
animals
25'
10' 50'

B4 Site Plan
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Requirements: Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:

Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Drain to Mulch Basin/Drain Out Back

Cost:		

$50 + Cost of mulch

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house to a mulch basin filled
with plants that can handle the flow of water being transported from the
greywater fixtures.
		
Requirements: In order to use without the need for a pump, place greywater fixtures
above the location that is being irrigated so the downward slope of the
pipes will transport the greywater from the fixtures to the ground using
gravity.		
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Branched Drain

Cost:		

Around $500

Specs:		

Drains/pipes that leads directly from the house, is split into a branching
network, and then leads to a mulch basin filled with plants that can handle
the flow of water being transported from the greywater fixtures

Requirements: Place greywater fixtures above the location that is being irrigated because
a constant downhill slope is required in order to transport water to the
multiple mulch basins and irrigation needs
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Eliminates need for a septic system
Inexpensive and automated and requires little maintenance

Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
Total Cost: $29,038
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Masonry Heater

Cost:		

$5,000+

Specs:		

Made out of concrete or masonry (brick or stone) mass
Uses a firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or material that can
withstand temperatures of 2000+ ℉
Has smoke channels running through concrete/masonry

Requirements: Fueled by wood (considerably less than other wood stoves)
Placed centrally in home to maximize heat distribution
Positive
Attributes:
Only needs to be lit once a day
Once mass is hot, releases heat into home throughout day/night
Has combustion efficiency of 90%
Sun can heat mass when exposed, and act similarly to Trombe Wall
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,600 = $300 x 12 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1200 = $100 x 12 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement (Unfinished)

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $455,000= $182 per square foot x 2500 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $2500 = $1 per square foot x 2500 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $521,504 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Drain to Mulch Basin/
Drain Out Back & Branched Drain
- Direct sink water into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
Dryer Washer

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Stairs Up

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze
Thermal Mass
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Rain Water Harvesting Rain Barrel
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

C1 Home First Floor Plan
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $519,579 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 1 acre towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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Livestock

10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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Livestock

11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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Livestock

12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 200 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $3200 = $16 per square foot x 200 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $600,000-900,000

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $524,704 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

2-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 2-Acre Site

Barn
- Approximately 200 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 2500 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields
25'
10' 50'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

C1 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

C1
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Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $600,000-900,000

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.

C1

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $600,000-900,000
Connections: All Homestead Components
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3 Acres-10 Acres and $600,000-900,000
1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Cistern

Cost:		

$20,000

Specs:		

Constructed out of concrete reinforced with steel rods, at least 6 inches
thick, cinderblocks and concrete, brick/stone and concrete, with nonporous interior, that stores 5000+ gallons of water depending on size of
cistern.

Requirements: Size cistern based on amount of annual water needs (in gallons) using the
formula: annual water needs/4 = recommended cistern size (gallons)
Cistern needs to be disinfected before use and water being stored inside
cistern needs to be disinfected every week.
Recommended to place below ground to prevent freezing.
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can store much more water than a rain barrel
Water can be used for all water needs if disinfected
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Solar Greywater Greenhouse

Cost:		

$200 + Price of greenhouse (average $10,000, but depends on size)

Specs:		

Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store heat
and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants year-round
even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.

Requirements: Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes the
water to the plant beds.
Needs a greenhouse
Positive
Attributes:
Can help provide crops year round
Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
Can provide heat into the home if attached
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Indirect Gain (Trombe Wall)

Cost:		

Around $6,290 = $8.50 per square foot x 740 square feet
Cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot
Brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot
Stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot

Specs:		

8-16 inch thick concrete/masonry wall, followed by air-cavity, followed
by (single or double) layer of glass to the exterior
Absorbs/captures heat within wall that has entered through glass

Requirements: Wall should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Uses air-cavity to trap in solar heat
Positive
Attributes:
Air-cavity can function as greenhouse to grow herbs/crops year round
Keeps room attached to wall extremely comfortable throughout day/night
due to slow release of heat

Suggestion:

Masonry Heater

Cost:		

$5,000+

Specs:		

Made out of concrete or masonry (brick or stone) mass
Uses a firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or material that can
withstand temperatures of 2000+ ℉
Has smoke channels running through concrete/masonry

Requirements: Fueled by wood (considerably less than other wood stoves)
Placed centrally in home to maximize heat distribution
Positive
Attributes:
Only needs to be lit once a day
Once mass is hot, releases heat into home throughout day/night
Has combustion efficiency of 90%
Sun can heat mass when exposed, and act similarly to Trombe Wall
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,600 = $300 per window x 12 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1200 = $100 per window x 12 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $455,000 = $182 per square foot x 2500 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $2,500 = $1 per square foot x 2500 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $557,344 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
Dryer Washer

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Stairs Up

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Operable Windows

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
3'
1'

C2 Home First Floor Plan
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $557,344 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
open windows
- Can reduce need for cooling

Southern Shading
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
south to block powerful sun rays during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Well: Pressure Tank
- Located in basement
- Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
water from deep groundwater

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

10'
5'

Central Composting System
- Located in basement, ideally directly below
central composting toilets
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

C2 Home Section
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 2-5 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 200 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $3200 = $16 per square foot x 200 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $560,544 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

6.5-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 6.5-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 200 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 2500 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

25'
10' 50'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

C2 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
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Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Crop
Yield

Homestead
Inhabitants

Comfort,
Health
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Cistern

Cost:		

$20,000

Specs:		

Constructed out of concrete reinforced with steel rods, at least 6 inches
thick, cinderblocks and concrete, brick/stone and concrete, with nonporous interior, that stores 5000+ gallons of water depending on size of
cistern.

Requirements: Size cistern based on amount of annual water needs (in gallons) using the
formula: annual water needs/4 = recommended cistern size (gallons)
Cistern needs to be disinfected before use and water being stored inside
cistern needs to be disinfected every week.
Recommended to place below ground to prevent freezing.
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can store much more water than a rain barrel
Water can be used for all water needs if disinfected
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Solar Greywater Greenhouse

Cost:		

$200 + Price of greenhouse (average $10,000, but depends on size)

Specs:		

Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store heat
and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants year-round
even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.

Requirements: Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes the
water to the plant beds.
Needs a greenhouse
Positive
Attributes:
Can help provide crops year round
Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
Can provide heat into the home if attached
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Indirect Gain (Trombe Wall)

Cost:		

Around $6,290 = $8.50 per square foot x 740 square feet
Cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot
Brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot
Stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot

Specs:		

8-16 inch thick concrete/masonry wall, followed by air-cavity, followed
by (single or double) layer of glass to the exterior
Absorbs/captures heat within wall that has entered through glass

Requirements: Wall should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Uses air-cavity to trap in solar heat
Positive
Attributes:
Air-cavity can function as greenhouse to grow herbs/crops year round
Keeps room attached to wall extremely comfortable throughout day/night
due to slow release of heat

Suggestion:

Masonry Heater

Cost:		

$5,000+

Specs:		

Made out of concrete or masonry (brick or stone) mass
Uses a firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or material that can
withstand temperatures of 2000+ ℉
Has smoke channels running through concrete/masonry

Requirements: Fueled by wood (considerably less than other wood stoves)
Placed centrally in home to maximize heat distribution
Positive
Attributes:
Only needs to be lit once a day
Once mass is hot, releases heat into home throughout day/night
Has combustion efficiency of 90%
Sun can heat mass when exposed, and act similarly to Trombe Wall
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,600 = $300 per window x 12 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1200 = $100 per window x 12 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement (Unfinished)

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $455,000 = $182 per square foot x 2500 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $2,500 = $1 per square foot x 2500 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $557,344 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
Dryer Washer

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Stairs Up

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Operable Windows

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
3'
1'

C3 Home First Floor Plan
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $557,344 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
open windows
- Can reduce need for cooling

Southern Shading
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
south to block powerful sun rays during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Well: Pressure Tank
- Located in basement
- Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
water from deep groundwater

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

10'
5'

Central Composting System
- Located in basement, ideally directly below
central composting toilets
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

C3 Home Section
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 2-5 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Beef Cow
Dairy Goat
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 1000 square foot enclosed barn

Cost:		

Around $16,000 = $16 per square foot x 1000 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $573,344 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

15-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 15-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Home
- Approximately 2500 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 1000 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

25'
10' 50'

C3 Site Plan
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Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

100'
200'
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Cistern

Cost:		

$20,000

Specs:		

Constructed out of concrete reinforced with steel rods, at least 6 inches
thick, cinderblocks and concrete, brick/stone and concrete, with nonporous interior, that stores 5000+ gallons of water depending on size of
cistern.

Requirements: Size cistern based on amount of annual water needs (in gallons) using the
formula: annual water needs/4 = recommended cistern size (gallons)
Cistern needs to be disinfected before use and water being stored inside
cistern needs to be disinfected every week.
Recommended to place below ground to prevent freezing.
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can store much more water than a rain barrel
Water can be used for all water needs if disinfected
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Solar Greywater Greenhouse

Cost:		

$200 + Price of greenhouse (average $10,000, but depends on size)

Specs:		

Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store heat
and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants year-round
even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.

Requirements: Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes the
water to the plant beds.
Needs a greenhouse
Positive
Attributes:
Can help provide crops year round
Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
Can provide heat into the home if attached
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Indirect Gain (Trombe Wall)

Cost:		

Around $6,290 = $8.50 per square foot x 740 square feet
Cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot
Brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot
Stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot

Specs:		

8-16 inch thick concrete/masonry wall, followed by air-cavity, followed
by (single or double) layer of glass to the exterior
Absorbs/captures heat within wall that has entered through glass

Requirements: Wall should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Uses air-cavity to trap in solar heat
Positive
Attributes:
Air-cavity can function as greenhouse to grow herbs/crops year round
Keeps room attached to wall extremely comfortable throughout day/night
due to slow release of heat

Suggestion:

Masonry Heater

Cost:		

$5,000+

Specs:		

Made out of concrete or masonry (brick or stone) mass
Uses a firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or material that can
withstand temperatures of 2000+ ℉
Has smoke channels running through concrete/masonry

Requirements: Fueled by wood (considerably less than other wood stoves)
Placed centrally in home to maximize heat distribution
Positive
Attributes:
Only needs to be lit once a day
Once mass is hot, releases heat into home throughout day/night
Has combustion efficiency of 90%
Sun can heat mass when exposed, and act similarly to Trombe Wall
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $3,600 = $300 per window x 12 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1200 = $100 per window x 12 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement (Unfinished)

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $455,000 = $182 per square foot x 2500 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $2,500 = $1 per square foot x 2500 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $557,344 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system
Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation
Dryer Washer

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Stairs Up

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Operable Windows

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
3'
1'

C4 Home First Floor Plan
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Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $557,344 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 2500 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
open windows
- Can reduce need for cooling

Southern Shading
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
south to block powerful sun rays during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Well: Pressure Tank
- Located in basement
- Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
water from deep groundwater

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

3'
1'

10'
5'

Central Composting System
- Located in basement, ideally directly below
central composting toilets
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

C4 Home Section
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 15 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Beef Cow
Dairy Goat
Pigs
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 1250 square foot barn

Cost:		

Around $20,000 = $16 per square foot x 1250 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $577,344 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

35-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 35-Acre Site

Home
- Approximately 2500 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Barn
- Approximately 1250 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Perennials
- Less constructed area for perennial growth
- Can later be transformed into more specific
crop growing area based off of needs

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and perennial area for short periods of time
to graze tall grasses, reduces need for
pruning while simultaneously feeds the
animals
25'
10' 50'

C4 Site Plan
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20 Acres-50+ Acres and $600,000-900,000

Crops + Livestock

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.

C4

20 Acres-50+ Acres and $600,000-900,000
Connections: All Homestead Components
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Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Crop
Yield

Homestead
Inhabitants

Comfort,
Health
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Other

1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
Positive
		
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible

Suggestion:

Microhydropower (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$50,000 ($5000 per kW x 10 kW system)

Specs:		

Consist of a turbine, pump, or waterwheel
Water is conveyed through pressurized pipe or channel, energy from
flowing water goes through turbine, pump, or waterwheel, and is turned
into rotational energy.
Rotational energy turned into electricity by alternator/generator

Requirements: Must know the head (vertical distance water is falling) and flow (quantity
of water that is falling) to determine if water source will produce enough
energy.
Positive
Attributes:
If water is being directed towards home for use anyways, this is a good
way to get another use out of it, for energy.
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Other

2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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Other

2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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Other

3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Solar Greywater Greenhouse

Cost:		

$200 + Price of greenhouse (average $10,000, but depends on size)

Specs:		

Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store heat
and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants year-round
even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.

Requirements: Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes the
water to the plant beds.
Needs a greenhouse
Positive
Attributes:
Can help provide crops year round
Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
Can provide heat into the home if attached
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Indirect Gain (Trombe Wall)

Cost:		

Around $6,800 = $8.50 per square foot x 800 square feet
Cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot
Brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot
Stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot

Specs:		

8-16 inch thick concrete/masonry wall, followed by air-cavity, followed
by (single or double) layer of glass to the exterior
Absorbs/captures heat within wall that has entered through glass

Requirements: Wall should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Uses air-cavity to trap in solar heat
Positive
Attributes:
Air-cavity can function as greenhouse to grow herbs/crops year round
Keeps room attached to wall extremely comfortable throughout day/night
due to slow release of heat

Suggestion:

Wood Cookstove

Cost:		

$1,750

Specs:		

Made out of cast-iron or steel
Firebox with burners and cooktop above
85% Efficiency

Requirements: 6” chimney pipe
Space around unit, can get very hot
Positive
Attributes:
Heats home efficiently while simultaneously being used to cook, boil
water, bake, etc.
Eliminates the need for individual kitchen stove and heating device
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Active Solar

Cost:		

Around $165,000 = $55 per square foot x 3000 square foot
About $55 per square foot

Specs:		

Designed to provide 40-80% of the home’s heat
Best for cold climates

Requirements: Thermostat
Multiple sensors
Positive
Attributes:
Very cost-effective if there is ample solar exposure
Tax credits are available

Suggestion:

Radiant Floor

Cost:		

Average of $7,500

Specs:		

Works best with concrete, stone, ceramic tile floors
Can be electric, hydronic, or air heated

Requirements: Tubing/cables built under the floor
To be effective, a large thermal mass should be above it to administer
heat throughout the day
Positive
Attributes:
No need for vents or HVAC system
Heat comes from the floor so it leaves the space very comfortable
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $4,200 = $300 per window x 14 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1400 = $100 per window x 14 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement (Unfinished)

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $546,000 = $182 per square foot x 3000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $1 per square foot x 3000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $849,504 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Stairs Up

Wood Cookstove
- Located in center of home to heat whole
space equally
- Connecetd to chimney to act as thermal
mass
- Cooks, bakes, and heats simultaneously

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Dryer Washer

Thermal Mass: Chimey
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is heated by wood cookstove, absorbs heat
and slowly releases it throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
3'
1'

D1 Home First Floor Plan
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $849,504 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Night Purge Ventilation
- Located in attic so warm air rises up and
out, typically at night

ERV/HRV
- Active ventilation
- Can reduce cost/amount of heating and
cooling

Photovoltaic Panels
- Facing south for direct sun exposure

Whole House Fan
- Fan located in attic, when ceiling shutter
opens, warm air rises up and out attic vent
- Creates suction effect, pulls in air from
open windows
- Can reduce need for cooling

Southern Shading
- Roof overhangs, and shading devices to the
south to block powerful sun rays during
warm months

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
Solar
Greywater
- Facing
south for Greenhouse
direct sun exposure
-- Facing
south
for direct
sunsinks,
exposure
Receives
greywater
from
laundry,
-showers
Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
-Trombe
Sun gets
trapped
between
glass
walls &
wall
to heat
masonry
mass
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry Heater
Chimey
-Thermal
Located Mass:
in center
of home to evenly
- Located warmth
in center of home to evenly
distribute
-distribute
Is lit oncewarmth
a day, burns very hot, thermal
- Is heated
by wood
cookstove,
absorbs
heat
mass
(masonry)
distributes
warmth
to home
and slowly releases
it throughout day
throughout
day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
Greywater
Filtering Plant Beds
laundry, showers
- Plants
+ soilinfilter
greywater
from
sinks,
Greywater
turn keeps
plants
hydrated
laundry,
showers
while it gets
cleaned
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while
gets cleaned
ActiveitSolar
+ Radiant Floors
- Uses electricity from PV panels to power
radiant flooring
- Located within the floor and
works bestMass:
with thermal
mass above Floors
Thermal
Concrete/Masonry
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun
and masonry
heater and slowly Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry
distributes
it asmonths,
home cools
- During cold
absorbs warmth from
-sun
During
warm months,
warmth
and masonry
heater absorbs
and slowly
from
room itand
it to outdoors
distributes
as releases
home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
Rain Water Harvesting Cistern
- Rain water collection storage
- Captures rain run off from roof
- Water can be used directly for plants,
animals, etc.
- Water can also be filtered to use for
drinking, bathing, laundry, etc.

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Well: Pressure Tank
- Located in basement
- Connects to outdoor well pump that takes
water from deep groundwater

3' 3'
1' 1'

10'10'
5' 5'

Central Composting System
- Located in basement, ideally directly below
central composting toilets
- Collects and composts human waste in unit

Unfinished Basement
- 8-10 feet below grade
- unfinished space to construct root cellar to
store crops year round

D1 Home Section
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Crops

8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 15 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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Crops

9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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Livestock

10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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Livestock

11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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Livestock

12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 200 square foot barn

Cost:		

Around $3,200 = $16 per square foot x 200 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $900,000-$1,000,000+
Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $852,704 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

2-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 2-Acre Site

Barn
- Approximately 200 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 3000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields
25'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

10' 50'

D1 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

D1

Crops + Livestock

Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $900,000-$1,000,000+

Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Less than 1 Acre-3 Acres and $900,000-$1,000,000+
Connections: All Homestead Components

Water

Rainfall

Rain
Barrel

Central
Composting
Toilet

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Air

Electricity

Technology
Radiant
Floors

Radiation

PV Panels

Active Solar

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass

Captures Heat,
Releases Heat

Light
Energy

Trees,
Forest

Lumber,
Timber

Crop
Fields

Crop
Yield

Convection
Current

Air Flow

Laundry
to Landscape

Comfort, Homestead
Warmth Inhabitants
Wood
Cookstove

Night Purge
Ventilation
Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Crop
Yield

Solar
Greywater
Greenhouse

Microhydropower

Sun

Nutrients
for
Crops

Operable
Windows

Passive
Ventilation
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Other

1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible

Suggestion:

Microhydropower (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$50,000 ($5000 per kW x 10 kW system)

Specs:		

Consist of a turbine, pump, or waterwheel
Water is conveyed through pressurized pipe or channel, energy from
flowing water goes through turbine, pump, or waterwheel, and is turned
into rotational energy.
Rotational energy turned into electricity by alternator/generator

Requirements: Must know the head (vertical distance water is falling) and flow (quantity
of water that is falling) to determine if water source will produce enough
energy.
Positive
Attributes:
If water is being directed towards home for use anyways, this is a good
way to get another use out of it, for energy.
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Total Cost: $65,108
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Other

2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
Positive
		
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Rain Barrel

Cost:		

$100

Specs:		

Can range from a 5 gallon bucket to as high as one needs.
Can be homemade.
		
Requirements: Gutter on roof will be diverted into barrel
Screen covering downspout and on gutters to keep barrel free from debris
Raise barrel off ground on pallet or cinder blocks
Have an overflow area that can drain water away from barrel
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Works similarly to a cistern, but costs fraction of price
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Total Cost: $70,708
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Other

2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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Total Cost: $76,208
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Other

3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Solar Greywater Greenhouse

Cost:		

$200 + Price of greenhouse (average $10,000, but depends on size)

Specs:		

Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store heat
and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants year-round
even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.

Requirements: Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes the
water to the plant beds.
Needs a greenhouse
Positive
Attributes:
Can help provide crops year round
Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
Can provide heat into the home if attached
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Total Cost: $88,413
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Other

3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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Total Cost: $88,688
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Indirect Gain (Trombe Wall)

Cost:		

Around $6,800 = $8.50 per square foot x 800 square feet
Cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot
Brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot
Stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot

Specs:		

8-16 inch thick concrete/masonry wall, followed by air-cavity, followed
by (single or double) layer of glass to the exterior
Absorbs/captures heat within wall that has entered through glass

Requirements: Wall should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Uses air-cavity to trap in solar heat
Positive
Attributes:
Air-cavity can function as greenhouse to grow herbs/crops year round
Keeps room attached to wall extremely comfortable throughout day/night
due to slow release of heat

Suggestion:

Masonry Heater

Cost:		

$5,000+

Specs:		

Made out of concrete or masonry (brick or stone) mass
Uses a firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or material that can
withstand temperatures of 2000+ ℉
Has smoke channels running through concrete/masonry

Requirements:
Positive
Attributes:

Fueled by wood (considerably less than other wood stoves)
Placed centrally in home to maximize heat distribution
Only needs to be lit once a day
Once mass is hot, releases heat into home throughout day/night
Has combustion efficiency of 90%
Sun can heat mass when exposed, and act similarly to Trombe Wall
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Total Cost: $100,488
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Active Solar

Cost:		

Around $165,000 = $55 per square foot x 3000 square foot
About $55 per square foot

Specs:		

Designed to provide 40-80% of the home’s heat
Best for cold climates

Requirements: Thermostat
Multiple sensors
Positive
Attributes:
Very cost-effective if there is ample solar exposure
Tax credits are available

Suggestion:

Radiant Floor

Cost:		

Average of $7,500

Specs:		

Works best with concrete, stone, ceramic tile floors
Can be electric, hydronic, or air heated

Requirements: Tubing/cables built under the floor
To be effective, a large thermal mass should be above it to administer
heat throughout the day
Positive
Attributes:
No need for vents or HVAC system
Heat comes from the floor so it leaves the space very comfortable
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $4,200 = $300 per window x 14 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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Total Cost: $277,188
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1400 = $100 per window x 14 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement (Unfinished)

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $546,000 = $182 per square foot x 3000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $1 per square foot x 3000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $852,754 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Stairs Up

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Dryer Washer

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
3'
1'

D2 Home First Floor Plan
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $852,754 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Night
Night Purge
PurgeVentilation
Ventilation
-- Located
Located in
in attic
attic so
so warm
warm air
air rises
rises up
up and
and
out,
out, typically
typically at
at night
night

ERV/HRV
ERV/HRV
--Active
Active ventilation
ventilation
-- Can
Can reduce
reduce cost/amount
cost/amount of
of heating
heating and
and
cooling
cooling

Photovoltaic
Photovoltaic Panels
Panels
-- Facing
Facing south
south for
for direct
direct sun
sun exposure
exposure

Whole
Whole House
House Fan
Fan
-- Fan
Fan located
located in
in attic,
attic, when
when ceiling
ceiling shutter
shutter
opens,
opens, warm
warm air
air rises
rises up
up and
and out
out attic
attic vent
vent
-- Creates
Creates suction
suction effect,
effect, pulls
pulls in
in air
air from
from
open
open windows
windows
-- Can
Can reduce
reduce need
need for
for cooling
cooling

Southern
Southern Shading
Shading
-- Roof
Roof overhangs,
overhangs, and
and shading
shading devices
devices to
to the
the
south
south to
to block
block powerful
powerful sun
sun rays
rays during
during
warm
warm months
months

Wood
Wood Frame
Frame Construction
Construction
-- Used
Used for
for non-thermal
non-thermal mass
mass walls,
walls, floors,
floors,
rafters,
rafters, etc.
etc.
-- Filled
Filled with
with dense
dense pack
pack cellulose
cellulose insulation
insulation

Operable
OperableWindows
Windows
-- Located
Located to
to take
take advantage
advantage of
of natural
natural winds
winds
on
on site
site
-- Natural
Natural form
form of
of ventilation
ventilation
-- Located
Located on
on either
either side
side of
of home
home to
to create
create
cross
cross breeze
breeze

Central
Central Composting
CompostingToilet
Toilet
-- Located
Located above
above central
central composting
composting unit
unit
-- Gravity
Gravity moves
moves waste
waste from
from toilets
toilets down
down to
to
system
system

Thermal
Thermal Mass:
Mass:Trombe
TrombeWall
Wall
-- 8-16”
8-16” thick
thick masonry
masonry wall,
wall, dark
dark in
in color
color
-- Greenhouse
Greenhouse to
to exterior
exterior to
to trap
trap sun’s
sun’s rays
rays
-- Releases
Releases heat
heat to
to interior
interior throughout
throughout
day/night
day/night

All
All Sinks:
Sinks: Reuse
Reuse of
of Greywater
Greywater
-- Direct
Direct sink
sink water
water to
to solar
solar greywater
greywater
greenhouse
greenhouse or
or into
into landscape
landscape
-- Distributed
Distributed into
into soil,
soil, filtered
filtered by
by soil
soil ++ roots,
roots,
used
used to
to water
water plants/crops
plants/crops on
on site
site

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
Greywater
Greenhouse
-Solar
Facing
south for direct
sun exposure
Facing south
for direct
sun
exposure
-- Receives
greywater
from
sinks,
laundry,
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
- Sun gets
trapped
Trombe
wall
to heatbetween
masonryglass
masswalls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry
Masonry Heater
Heater
-- Located
Located in
in center
center of
of home
home to
to evenly
evenly
distribute
distribute warmth
warmth
-- Is
Is lit
lit once
once aa day,
day, burns
burns very
very hot,
hot, thermal
thermal
mass
mass (masonry)
(masonry) distributes
distributes warmth
warmth to
to home
home
throughout
throughout day
day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
Greywater
Filtering Plant Beds
laundry,
showers
Plants + soil
greywater
sinks,
-- Greywater
in filter
turn keeps
plantsfrom
hydrated
laundry,
showers
while
it gets
cleaned
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while itSolar
gets cleaned
Active
+ Radiant Floors
- Uses electricity from PV panels to power
radiant flooring
- Located within the floor and
works
bestMass:
with thermal
mass above Floors
Thermal
Concrete/Masonry
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry
heater and slowly Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry
it as
home cools
-distributes
During cold
months,
absorbs warmth from
- During
warm months,
absorbs
warmth
sun
and masonry
heater and
slowly
from roomitand
releases
it to outdoors
distributes
as home
cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
Rain
RainWater
WaterHarvesting
Harvesting Cistern
Cistern
-- Rain
Rain water
water collection
collection storage
storage
-- Captures
Captures rain
rain run
run off
off from
from roof
roof
--Water
Water can
can be
be used
used directly
directly for
for plants,
plants,
animals,
animals, etc.
etc.
--Water
Water can
can also
also be
be filtered
filtered to
to use
use for
for
drinking,
drinking, bathing,
bathing, laundry,
laundry, etc.
etc.

Greywater
GreywaterReuse:
Reuse: Laundry
Laundry to
to Landscape
Landscape
-- Located
Located uphill
uphill from
from where
where water
water isis needed
needed
-- Distributed
Distributed into
into soil,
soil, filtered
filtered by
by soil
soil ++ roots,
roots,
used
used to
to water
water plants/crops
plants/crops on
on site
site

Well:
Well: Pressure
PressureTank
Tank
-- Located
Located in
in basement
basement
-- Connects
Connects to
to outdoor
outdoor well
well pump
pump that
that takes
takes
water
water from
from deep
deep groundwater
groundwater

3' 3'
1' 1'

10'10'
5' 5'

Central
Central Composting
Composting System
System
-- Located
Located in
in basement,
basement, ideally
ideally directly
directly below
below
central
central composting
composting toilets
toilets
-- Collects
Collects and
and composts
composts human
human waste
waste in
in unit
unit

Unfinished
Unfinished Basement
Basement
-- 8-10
8-10 feet
feet below
below grade
grade
-- unfinished
unfinished space
space to
to construct
construct root
root cellar
cellar to
to
store
store crops
crops year
year round
round
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Crops

8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 15 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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Crops

9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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Livestock

10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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Livestock

11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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Livestock

12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 200 square foot barn

Cost:		

Around $3,200 = $16 per square foot x 200 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $855,954 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

6.5-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 6.5-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 200 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Home
- Approximately 3000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

25'
10' 50'

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

D2 Site Plan
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100'
200'

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that
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Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components

Water

Rainfall

Rain
Barrel

Central
Composting
Toilet

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Air

Electricity

Technology
Radiant
Floors

Radiation

PV Panels

Active Solar

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass

Captures Heat,
Releases Heat

Light
Energy

Trees,
Forest

Lumber,
Timber

Crop
Fields

Crop
Yield

Convection
Current

Air Flow

Laundry
to Landscape

Comfort, Homestead
Warmth Inhabitants
Masonry
Heater

Night Purge
Ventilation
Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Crop
Yield

Solar
Greywater
Greenhouse

Microhydropower

Sun

Nutrients
for
Crops

Operable
Windows

Passive
Ventilation
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Other

1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible

Suggestion:

Microhydropower (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$50,000 ($5000 per kW x 10 kW system)

Specs:		

Consist of a turbine, pump, or waterwheel
Water is conveyed through pressurized pipe or channel, energy from
flowing water goes through turbine, pump, or waterwheel, and is turned
into rotational energy.
Rotational energy turned into electricity by alternator/generator

Requirements: Must know the head (vertical distance water is falling) and flow (quantity
of water that is falling) to determine if water source will produce enough
energy.
Positive
Attributes:
If water is being directed towards home for use anyways, this is a good
way to get another use out of it, for energy.
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Other

2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Cistern

Cost:		

$20,000

Specs:		

Constructed out of concrete reinforced with steel rods, at least 6 inches
thick, cinderblocks and concrete, brick/stone and concrete, with nonporous interior, that stores 5000+ gallons of water depending on size of
cistern.

Requirements: Size cistern based on amount of annual water needs (in gallons) using the
formula: annual water needs/4 = recommended cistern size (gallons)
Cistern needs to be disinfected before use and water being stored inside
cistern needs to be disinfected every week.
Recommended to place below ground to prevent freezing.
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can store much more water than a rain barrel
Water can be used for all water needs if disinfected
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Other

2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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Other

3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Solar Greywater Greenhouse

Cost:		

$200 + Price of greenhouse (average $10,000, but depends on size)

Specs:		

Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store heat
and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants year-round
even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.

Requirements: Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes the
water to the plant beds.
Needs a greenhouse
Positive
Attributes:
Can help provide crops year round
Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
Can provide heat into the home if attached
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Other

3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Indirect Gain (Trombe Wall)

Cost:		

Around $6,800 = $8.50 per square foot x 800 square feet
Cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot
Brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot
Stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot

Specs:		

8-16 inch thick concrete/masonry wall, followed by air-cavity, followed
by (single or double) layer of glass to the exterior
Absorbs/captures heat within wall that has entered through glass

Requirements: Wall should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Uses air-cavity to trap in solar heat
Positive
Attributes:
Air-cavity can function as greenhouse to grow herbs/crops year round
Keeps room attached to wall extremely comfortable throughout day/night
due to slow release of heat

Suggestion:

Masonry Heater

Cost:		

$5,000+

Specs:		

Made out of concrete or masonry (brick or stone) mass
Uses a firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or material that can
withstand temperatures of 2000+ ℉
Has smoke channels running through concrete/masonry

Requirements:
Positive
Attributes:

Fueled by wood (considerably less than other wood stoves)
Placed centrally in home to maximize heat distribution
Only needs to be lit once a day
Once mass is hot, releases heat into home throughout day/night
Has combustion efficiency of 90%
Sun can heat mass when exposed, and act similarly to Trombe Wall
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Active Solar

Cost:		

Around $165,000 = $55 per square foot x 3000 square foot
About $55 per square foot

Specs:		

Designed to provide 40-80% of the home’s heat
Best for cold climates

Requirements: Thermostat
Multiple sensors
Positive
Attributes:
Very cost-effective if there is ample solar exposure
Tax credits are available

Suggestion:

Radiant Floor

Cost:		

Average of $7,500

Specs:		

Works best with concrete, stone, ceramic tile floors
Can be electric, hydronic, or air heated

Requirements: Tubing/cables built under the floor
To be effective, a large thermal mass should be above it to administer
heat throughout the day
Positive
Attributes:
No need for vents or HVAC system
Heat comes from the floor so it leaves the space very comfortable
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $4,200 = $300 per window x 14 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1400 = $100 per window x 14 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement (Unfinished)

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $546,000 = $182 per square foot x 3000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $1 per square foot x 3000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $872,654 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Stairs Up

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Dryer Washer

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
3'
1'

D3 Home First Floor Plan
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $872,654 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Night
Night Purge
PurgeVentilation
Ventilation
-- Located
Located in
in attic
attic so
so warm
warm air
air rises
rises up
up and
and
out,
out, typically
typically at
at night
night

ERV/HRV
ERV/HRV
--Active
Active ventilation
ventilation
-- Can
Can reduce
reduce cost/amount
cost/amount of
of heating
heating and
and
cooling
cooling

Photovoltaic
Photovoltaic Panels
Panels
-- Facing
Facing south
south for
for direct
direct sun
sun exposure
exposure

Whole
Whole House
House Fan
Fan
-- Fan
Fan located
located in
in attic,
attic, when
when ceiling
ceiling shutter
shutter
opens,
opens, warm
warm air
air rises
rises up
up and
and out
out attic
attic vent
vent
-- Creates
Creates suction
suction effect,
effect, pulls
pulls in
in air
air from
from
open
open windows
windows
-- Can
Can reduce
reduce need
need for
for cooling
cooling

Southern
Southern Shading
Shading
-- Roof
Roof overhangs,
overhangs, and
and shading
shading devices
devices to
to the
the
south
south to
to block
block powerful
powerful sun
sun rays
rays during
during
warm
warm months
months

Wood
Wood Frame
Frame Construction
Construction
-- Used
Used for
for non-thermal
non-thermal mass
mass walls,
walls, floors,
floors,
rafters,
rafters, etc.
etc.
-- Filled
Filled with
with dense
dense pack
pack cellulose
cellulose insulation
insulation

Operable
OperableWindows
Windows
-- Located
Located to
to take
take advantage
advantage of
of natural
natural winds
winds
on
on site
site
-- Natural
Natural form
form of
of ventilation
ventilation
-- Located
Located on
on either
either side
side of
of home
home to
to create
create
cross
cross breeze
breeze

Central
Central Composting
CompostingToilet
Toilet
-- Located
Located above
above central
central composting
composting unit
unit
-- Gravity
Gravity moves
moves waste
waste from
from toilets
toilets down
down to
to
system
system

Thermal
Thermal Mass:
Mass:Trombe
TrombeWall
Wall
-- 8-16”
8-16” thick
thick masonry
masonry wall,
wall, dark
dark in
in color
color
-- Greenhouse
Greenhouse to
to exterior
exterior to
to trap
trap sun’s
sun’s rays
rays
-- Releases
Releases heat
heat to
to interior
interior throughout
throughout
day/night
day/night

All
All Sinks:
Sinks: Reuse
Reuse of
of Greywater
Greywater
-- Direct
Direct sink
sink water
water to
to solar
solar greywater
greywater
greenhouse
greenhouse or
or into
into landscape
landscape
-- Distributed
Distributed into
into soil,
soil, filtered
filtered by
by soil
soil ++ roots,
roots,
used
used to
to water
water plants/crops
plants/crops on
on site
site

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
Greywater
Greenhouse
-Solar
Facing
south for direct
sun exposure
Facing south
for direct
sun
exposure
-- Receives
greywater
from
sinks,
laundry,
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
- Sun gets
trapped
Trombe
wall
to heatbetween
masonryglass
masswalls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry
Masonry Heater
Heater
-- Located
Located in
in center
center of
of home
home to
to evenly
evenly
distribute
distribute warmth
warmth
-- Is
Is lit
lit once
once aa day,
day, burns
burns very
very hot,
hot, thermal
thermal
mass
mass (masonry)
(masonry) distributes
distributes warmth
warmth to
to home
home
throughout
throughout day
day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
Greywater
Filtering Plant Beds
laundry,
showers
Plants + soil
greywater
sinks,
-- Greywater
in filter
turn keeps
plantsfrom
hydrated
laundry,
showers
while
it gets
cleaned
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while itSolar
gets cleaned
Active
+ Radiant Floors
- Uses electricity from PV panels to power
radiant flooring
- Located within the floor and
works
bestMass:
with thermal
mass above Floors
Thermal
Concrete/Masonry
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry
heater and slowly Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry
it as
home cools
-distributes
During cold
months,
absorbs warmth from
- During
warm months,
absorbs
warmth
sun
and masonry
heater and
slowly
from roomitand
releases
it to outdoors
distributes
as home
cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
Rain
RainWater
WaterHarvesting
Harvesting Cistern
Cistern
-- Rain
Rain water
water collection
collection storage
storage
-- Captures
Captures rain
rain run
run off
off from
from roof
roof
--Water
Water can
can be
be used
used directly
directly for
for plants,
plants,
animals,
animals, etc.
etc.
--Water
Water can
can also
also be
be filtered
filtered to
to use
use for
for
drinking,
drinking, bathing,
bathing, laundry,
laundry, etc.
etc.

Greywater
GreywaterReuse:
Reuse: Laundry
Laundry to
to Landscape
Landscape
-- Located
Located uphill
uphill from
from where
where water
water isis needed
needed
-- Distributed
Distributed into
into soil,
soil, filtered
filtered by
by soil
soil ++ roots,
roots,
used
used to
to water
water plants/crops
plants/crops on
on site
site

Well:
Well: Pressure
PressureTank
Tank
-- Located
Located in
in basement
basement
-- Connects
Connects to
to outdoor
outdoor well
well pump
pump that
that takes
takes
water
water from
from deep
deep groundwater
groundwater

3' 3'
1' 1'

10'10'
5' 5'

Central
Central Composting
Composting System
System
-- Located
Located in
in basement,
basement, ideally
ideally directly
directly below
below
central
central composting
composting toilets
toilets
-- Collects
Collects and
and composts
composts human
human waste
waste in
in unit
unit

Unfinished
Unfinished Basement
Basement
-- 8-10
8-10 feet
feet below
below grade
grade
-- unfinished
unfinished space
space to
to construct
construct root
root cellar
cellar to
to
store
store crops
crops year
year round
round
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8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 15 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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Crops

9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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Livestock

10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Beef Cow
Dairy Goat
Pigs
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 1250 square foot barn

Cost:		

Around $20,000 = $16 per square foot x 1250 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $892,654 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

15-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 15-Acre Site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Home
- Approximately 3000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Barn
- Approximately 1250 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

25'
10' 50'

D3 Site Plan
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Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and existing tree coverage area for short
periods of time to graze tall grasses, reduces
need for pruning while simultaneously feeds
the animals
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Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components
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Cistern
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Toilet
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Groundwater
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Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry
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Active Solar

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass
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Releases Heat

Light
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Yield
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Air Flow

Laundry
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Ventilation
Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan
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Comfort,
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Operable
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Passive
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1. Power
Suggestion:

Photo Voltaic Panels (PV Panels)

Cost:		

$15,108 (based off of New England Averages)

Specs:		

Typical residential PV panels are 65” x 39”
New PV panels typically generate around 290 watts per panel
Can last around 20-25 years (make sure roof will last duration of panels)

Requirements: South facing
No large trees or buildings blocking array
		
Positive
Attributes:
6% federal tax credit as incentive to go solar
Widely available and accessible

Suggestion:

Microhydropower (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$50,000 ($5000 per kW x 10 kW system)

Specs:		

Consist of a turbine, pump, or waterwheel
Water is conveyed through pressurized pipe or channel, energy from
flowing water goes through turbine, pump, or waterwheel, and is turned
into rotational energy.
Rotational energy turned into electricity by alternator/generator

Requirements: Must know the head (vertical distance water is falling) and flow (quantity
of water that is falling) to determine if water source will produce enough
energy.
Positive
Attributes:
If water is being directed towards home for use anyways, this is a good
way to get another use out of it, for energy.
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2. Water
Suggestion:

Well

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on difficulty to dig terrain)

Specs:		

Bored Wells = dug by hand and 10-30 feet deep
or
Driven Wells = pipe that is driven into the ground and 30-50 feet deep
		
Requirements: Rainwater must flow away from well
Septic tanks, leach fields, and livestock must be at least 50 feet from well
		
Positive
Attributes:
Do not have to pay municipal water bill
Do not have to have running water on site

Suggestion:

Rain Water Harvesting with a Cistern

Cost:		

$20,000

Specs:		

Constructed out of concrete reinforced with steel rods, at least 6 inches
thick, cinderblocks and concrete, brick/stone and concrete, with nonporous interior, that stores 5000+ gallons of water depending on size of
cistern.

Requirements: Size cistern based on amount of annual water needs (in gallons) using the
formula: annual water needs/4 = recommended cistern size (gallons)
Cistern needs to be disinfected before use and water being stored inside
cistern needs to be disinfected every week.
Recommended to place below ground to prevent freezing.
Positive
		
Attributes:
Can store much more water than a rain barrel
Water can be used for all water needs if disinfected
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2. Water (continued)
Suggestion:

Gravity Fed (if water source is available)

Cost:		

$5500 (could be lower or higher depending on site and location to water)

Specs:		

Water can be fed from a spring, stream, creek, or any uphill source of
water that provides a constant flow

Requirements: Source of water must be higher in elevation from final location
Pipes must be sized correctly in order to properly take advantage of flow
Water must be treated before using in home/barn
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for showering
Can be used to water plants/crops/gardens
Can be used for animal/barn needs and the whole home if enough water
is available
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3. Septic
Suggestion:

Central Composting Toilet

Cost:		

$2,005

Specs:		

Can be used with an ultra low-flush toilet or waterless toilet
Instead of containing the waste within the fixture, waste travels to a
central location within the home where the composting occurs.

Requirements: Pipe transfers waste to central composting unit
Vent stack to let out fumes, as well as a small fan to help move fumes
If electric, heater will be used to aid in composting
If non-electric, no heater is involved and an overflow drain is required
Positive
Attributes:
Can connect up to 3 toilets per composting unit
Odor-less
No need to use water in order to flush toilets
When paired with greywater system, no need for septic tank/system

Suggestion:

Solar Greywater Greenhouse

Cost:		

$200 + Price of greenhouse (average $10,000, but depends on size)

Specs:		

Greywater flows into deep soil beds within a greenhouse that store heat
and the greywater, and can be used to irrigate crops/plants year-round
even if the temperatures outside are below freezing.

Requirements: Greywater flows through pipes into a box trough that then distributes the
water to the plant beds.
Needs a greenhouse
Positive
Attributes:
Can help provide crops year round
Eliminates need to use freshwater on crops
Can provide heat into the home if attached
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3. Septic (continued)
Suggestion:

Simple Greywater System: Laundry to Landscape

Cost:		

$275

Specs:		

Using a 1” polyethylene pipe to transfer water directly from the washing
machine to outside. Does not require changing the home’s drainage
plumbing and uses the pump within the washing machine to transfer the
water from the washing machine to the outside.

Requirements: Irrigation areas can be level with or even slightly above the washing
machine in which the greywater is coming from. The 1” polyethylene
pipe is large enough to transfer the water from the end of a wash cycle
without the need for a surge tank.
Positive
Attributes:
Can be used for outdoor watering needs (plants/crops/garden/lawn)
Eliminates need for using fresh water on outdoor needs
Can be used as a retrofit
Does not require changing the home’s plumbing
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4. Heating Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Window Orientation

Cost:		

Depends on number of windows

Specs:		

Collects solar energy and uses it’s direct warmth in home

Requirements: Windows should be within 30 degrees of true south
During cold months, no shade/blocking windows between 9 AM - 3 PM
Positive
Attributes:
Maximizes use of solar rays that are already entering into the home/barn
Can be used to allow cross breeze through home during warm months

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from sun and distributes into home throughout day

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass and entering home
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the home in the summer
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day/night due to slow release of
heat
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Indirect Gain (Trombe Wall)

Cost:		

Around $6,800 = $8.50 per square foot x 800 square feet
Cinder block wall = about $8.50 per square foot
Brick wall = about $27.50 per square foot
Stone wall = about $52.50 per square foot

Specs:		

8-16 inch thick concrete/masonry wall, followed by air-cavity, followed
by (single or double) layer of glass to the exterior
Absorbs/captures heat within wall that has entered through glass

Requirements: Wall should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Uses air-cavity to trap in solar heat
Positive
Attributes:
Air-cavity can function as greenhouse to grow herbs/crops year round
Keeps room attached to wall extremely comfortable throughout day/night
due to slow release of heat

Suggestion:

Masonry Heater

Cost:		

$5,000+

Specs:		

Made out of concrete or masonry (brick or stone) mass
Uses a firebox (lined with concrete, firebrick, or material that can
withstand temperatures of 2000+ ℉
Has smoke channels running through concrete/masonry

Requirements:
Positive
Attributes:

Fueled by wood (considerably less than other wood stoves)
Placed centrally in home to maximize heat distribution
Only needs to be lit once a day
Once mass is hot, releases heat into home throughout day/night
Has combustion efficiency of 90%
Sun can heat mass when exposed, and act similarly to Trombe Wall
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4. Heating Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Active Solar

Cost:		

Around $165,000 = $55 per square foot x 3000 square foot
About $55 per square foot

Specs:		

Designed to provide 40-80% of the home’s heat
Best for cold climates

Requirements: Thermostat
Multiple sensors
Positive
Attributes:
Very cost-effective if there is ample solar exposure
Tax credits are available

Suggestion:

Radiant Floor

Cost:		

Average of $7,500

Specs:		

Works best with concrete, stone, ceramic tile floors
Can be electric, hydronic, or air heated

Requirements: Tubing/cables built under the floor
To be effective, a large thermal mass should be above it to administer
heat throughout the day
Positive
Attributes:
No need for vents or HVAC system
Heat comes from the floor so it leaves the space very comfortable
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5. Cooling Systems
Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Exterior Shading (Solar Screen, Overhangs, Shutters)

Cost:		

Around $4,200 = $300 per window x 14 windows
Solar Screen = about $300 per window
Overhang = depends on size + design of roof
Shutters = about $300 per window

Specs:		

Shading devices (solar screen, shutters) act similarly to roof overhang
Blocks southern sun when additional heat is unwanted in home

Requirements: All exterior shading must be calculated to the correct shape/size/distance
from window in order to maximize benefits
All south-facing glass must be shaded properly
Positive
Attributes:
Provide shade during summer months when sun is high in sky, while
allowing sun in during winter months when sun is low in sky
Can provide additional aesthetics to facade design

Suggestion:

Passive Solar: Thermal Mass

Cost:		

Depends on design + size of mass

Specs:		

Made out of concrete, masonry (brick or stone), tile
The mass absorbs heat from interior and distributes it to the outdoors as it
cools off during the night

Requirements: No objects can be blocking heat from entering mass
No objects can be blocking heat from leaving mass to the exterior
Mass should be dark in color/material to maximize absorption
Positive
Attributes:
Can also be used to absorb heat from the sun in the winter and distribute
it indoors
Can be as simple as using these materials in floors/walls
Keeps home very comfortable throughout day due to release of heat at
night
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5. Cooling Systems (continued)
Suggestion:

Whole House Fan

Cost:		

About $2,000 (depends on size)

Specs:		

Provides 3-6 air changes per hour
Pulls air in from open windows and pushes warm air up and out attic

Requirements: Fan is installed in ceiling of top floor of home/barn
Vent area installed in attic/roof must be properly sized
Bigger vent = more warm air can be pushed out
Must be tightly sealed for winter months
Positive
Attributes:
Provides powerful form of suction from open windows
Can be used instead of air conditioner
Works best at night when outdoor air is cooler than indoor air
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6. Ventilation
Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Operable Windows, Window Orientation

Cost:		

Around $1400 = $100 per window x 14 windows
About $100 per window

Specs:		

Uses natural winds to ventilate home/barn
Creates suction effect from open windows on wind side through to the
open windows on the leeward side

Requirements: Windows must be oriented along with the natural wind directions of the
location of the home
For coastal areas, have windows facing the ocean to take advantage of
sea breeze
Positive
Attributes:
Does a very good job at moving air through home, especially at night and
in high wind areas

Suggestion:

Passive Strategy: Night Purge Ventilation

Cost:		

Around $137.50 per vent

Specs:		

Uses stack effect (warm air rises, pulls cool air in through bottom) to let
out warm air at night

Requirements: Vent within attic/roof to let out warm air
Positive
Attributes:

Can use same vent as whole house fan
Can eliminate need for mechanical cooling
Can reduce daytime temperatures
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6. Ventilation (continued)
Suggestion:

Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV)/Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV)

Cost:		

$1,528 + Installation costs

Specs:		

Can be wall mounted, window mounted, or use central ventilation

Requirements: Needs protection from freezing and frost
Needs routine maintenance
Positive
Attributes:
HRV recovers energy from heat, lowers humidity in winter
ERV prevents moisture in summer, maintains indoor humidity level,
recovers humidity and latent energy
Good for places with cold winters
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7. Building + Materials
Suggestion:

Foundation: Basement (Unfinished)

Cost:		

About $21,500 unfinished ($10-20 per square foot)
$100,000+ finished

Specs:		

8-10 feet tall interior height
Can be poured wall, block wall, or pre-cast wall

Requirements: Machine is necessary to dig deep enough hole (cost of digging will vary)
Positive
Attributes:

Can be great place to house: furnace, water heater, electrical, etc.
Can be great place to store: crops, food, etc.
Can eventually be finished to add more living space if needed

Suggestion:

Wood Frame Construction

Cost:		

Around $546,000 = $182 per square foot x 3000 square feet
$182 per square foot (industry standard)

Specs:		

Wood frame wall construction consists of: studs, joists, rafters, sheathing,
then siding

Requirements: Place each framing member 16 inches on center away from one another
Nail gun is only real tool needed
Positive
Attributes:
Lightweight
Wide variety of shapes can be achieved
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7. Building + Materials (continued)
Suggestion:

Insulation: Dense Pack Cellulose

Cost:		

Around $3,000 = $1 per square foot x 3000 square feet
About $1 per square foot

Specs:		

Can have R-value of anywhere between R25 to R47 depending on the
type of wall construction and other materials involved
Made from 80% recycled materials

Requirements: Must be installed correctly to see benefits
Positive
Attributes:

Can reduce heating and cooling costs
Does not burn as easily as traditional insulations due to being densely
packed
Has a low carbon footprint due to being regionally manufactured and
requires little energy to do so
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Plan
Cost:

At least $872,654 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

All Sinks: Reuse of Greywater
- Direct sink water to solar greywater
greenhouse or into landscape
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Central Composting Toilet
- Located above central composting unit
- Gravity moves waste from toilets down to
system

Stairs Up

Wood Frame Construction
- Used for non-thermal mass walls, floors,
rafters, etc.
- Filled with dense pack cellulose insulation

Open Floor Plan
- Allow for maximum circulation of air,
heating, and cooling

Greywater Reuse: Laundry to Landscape
- Located uphill from where water is needed
- Distributed into soil, filtered by soil + roots,
used to water plants/crops on site

Dryer Washer

Masonry Heater
- Located in center of home to evenly
distribute warmth
- Is lit once a day, burns very hot, thermal
mass (masonry) distributes warmth to home
throughout day

Thermal Mass: Concrete/Masonry Floors
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry heater and slowly
distributes it as home cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors

Operable Windows
- Located to take advantage of natural winds
on site
- Natural form of ventilation
- Located on either side of home to create
cross breeze

Thermal Mass: Trombe Wall
- 8-16” thick masonry wall, dark in color
- Greenhouse to exterior to trap sun’s rays
- Releases heat to interior throughout
day/night

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
laundry, showers
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while it gets cleaned

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
- Facing south for direct sun exposure
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass
3'
1'

D4 Home First Floor Plan
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Other + Home

Example: Other + Home Applied in Section
Cost:

At least $872,654 (minimum, does not account for all materials,
components, furniture not listed in this guide)

Specs:

Roughly 3000 SQ FT (including Solar Greywater Greenhouse)
Oriented for maximum southern exposure

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Night
Night Purge
PurgeVentilation
Ventilation
-- Located
Located in
in attic
attic so
so warm
warm air
air rises
rises up
up and
and
out,
out, typically
typically at
at night
night

ERV/HRV
ERV/HRV
--Active
Active ventilation
ventilation
-- Can
Can reduce
reduce cost/amount
cost/amount of
of heating
heating and
and
cooling
cooling

Photovoltaic
Photovoltaic Panels
Panels
-- Facing
Facing south
south for
for direct
direct sun
sun exposure
exposure

Whole
Whole House
House Fan
Fan
-- Fan
Fan located
located in
in attic,
attic, when
when ceiling
ceiling shutter
shutter
opens,
opens, warm
warm air
air rises
rises up
up and
and out
out attic
attic vent
vent
-- Creates
Creates suction
suction effect,
effect, pulls
pulls in
in air
air from
from
open
open windows
windows
-- Can
Can reduce
reduce need
need for
for cooling
cooling

Southern
Southern Shading
Shading
-- Roof
Roof overhangs,
overhangs, and
and shading
shading devices
devices to
to the
the
south
south to
to block
block powerful
powerful sun
sun rays
rays during
during
warm
warm months
months

Wood
Wood Frame
Frame Construction
Construction
-- Used
Used for
for non-thermal
non-thermal mass
mass walls,
walls, floors,
floors,
rafters,
rafters, etc.
etc.
-- Filled
Filled with
with dense
dense pack
pack cellulose
cellulose insulation
insulation

Operable
OperableWindows
Windows
-- Located
Located to
to take
take advantage
advantage of
of natural
natural winds
winds
on
on site
site
-- Natural
Natural form
form of
of ventilation
ventilation
-- Located
Located on
on either
either side
side of
of home
home to
to create
create
cross
cross breeze
breeze

Central
Central Composting
CompostingToilet
Toilet
-- Located
Located above
above central
central composting
composting unit
unit
-- Gravity
Gravity moves
moves waste
waste from
from toilets
toilets down
down to
to
system
system

Thermal
Thermal Mass:
Mass:Trombe
TrombeWall
Wall
-- 8-16”
8-16” thick
thick masonry
masonry wall,
wall, dark
dark in
in color
color
-- Greenhouse
Greenhouse to
to exterior
exterior to
to trap
trap sun’s
sun’s rays
rays
-- Releases
Releases heat
heat to
to interior
interior throughout
throughout
day/night
day/night

All
All Sinks:
Sinks: Reuse
Reuse of
of Greywater
Greywater
-- Direct
Direct sink
sink water
water to
to solar
solar greywater
greywater
greenhouse
greenhouse or
or into
into landscape
landscape
-- Distributed
Distributed into
into soil,
soil, filtered
filtered by
by soil
soil ++ roots,
roots,
used
used to
to water
water plants/crops
plants/crops on
on site
site

Solar Greywater Greenhouse
Greywater
Greenhouse
-Solar
Facing
south for direct
sun exposure
Facing south
for direct
sun
exposure
-- Receives
greywater
from
sinks,
laundry,
- Receives greywater from sinks, laundry,
showers
showers
- Sun gets trapped between glass walls &
- Sun gets
trapped
Trombe
wall
to heatbetween
masonryglass
masswalls &
Trombe wall to heat masonry mass

Masonry
Masonry Heater
Heater
-- Located
Located in
in center
center of
of home
home to
to evenly
evenly
distribute
distribute warmth
warmth
-- Is
Is lit
lit once
once aa day,
day, burns
burns very
very hot,
hot, thermal
thermal
mass
mass (masonry)
(masonry) distributes
distributes warmth
warmth to
to home
home
throughout
throughout day
day

Greywater Filtering Plant Beds
- Plants + soil filter greywater from sinks,
Greywater
Filtering Plant Beds
laundry,
showers
Plants + soil
greywater
sinks,
-- Greywater
in filter
turn keeps
plantsfrom
hydrated
laundry,
showers
while
it gets
cleaned
- Greywater in turn keeps plants hydrated
while itSolar
gets cleaned
Active
+ Radiant Floors
- Uses electricity from PV panels to power
radiant flooring
- Located within the floor and
works
bestMass:
with thermal
mass above Floors
Thermal
Concrete/Masonry
- During cold months, absorbs warmth from
sun and masonry
heater and slowly Floors
Thermal
Mass: Concrete/Masonry
it as
home cools
-distributes
During cold
months,
absorbs warmth from
- During
warm months,
absorbs
warmth
sun
and masonry
heater and
slowly
from roomitand
releases
it to outdoors
distributes
as home
cools
- During warm months, absorbs warmth
from room and releases it to outdoors
Rain
RainWater
WaterHarvesting
Harvesting Cistern
Cistern
-- Rain
Rain water
water collection
collection storage
storage
-- Captures
Captures rain
rain run
run off
off from
from roof
roof
--Water
Water can
can be
be used
used directly
directly for
for plants,
plants,
animals,
animals, etc.
etc.
--Water
Water can
can also
also be
be filtered
filtered to
to use
use for
for
drinking,
drinking, bathing,
bathing, laundry,
laundry, etc.
etc.

Greywater
GreywaterReuse:
Reuse: Laundry
Laundry to
to Landscape
Landscape
-- Located
Located uphill
uphill from
from where
where water
water isis needed
needed
-- Distributed
Distributed into
into soil,
soil, filtered
filtered by
by soil
soil ++ roots,
roots,
used
used to
to water
water plants/crops
plants/crops on
on site
site

Well:
Well: Pressure
PressureTank
Tank
-- Located
Located in
in basement
basement
-- Connects
Connects to
to outdoor
outdoor well
well pump
pump that
that takes
takes
water
water from
from deep
deep groundwater
groundwater

3' 3'
1' 1'

10'10'
5' 5'

Central
Central Composting
Composting System
System
-- Located
Located in
in basement,
basement, ideally
ideally directly
directly below
below
central
central composting
composting toilets
toilets
-- Collects
Collects and
and composts
composts human
human waste
waste in
in unit
unit

Unfinished
Unfinished Basement
Basement
-- 8-10
8-10 feet
feet below
below grade
grade
-- unfinished
unfinished space
space to
to construct
construct root
root cellar
cellar to
to
store
store crops
crops year
year round
round

D4 Home Section
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Crops

8. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Choose crops that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the homestead
When choosing crops, make sure they fall under one of these three
categories:
Staple Crops (reliable, resilient, stores well)
Nutrient Crops (variety/dense in nutrients, stores well)
Desirable Crops (add lots of taste, adds variety, stores well)

Cost:		

Depends on amount of seeds/seedlings purchased and/or what already
exists on site
Plan to dedicate decent amount of time and money towards making plant
beds, swales, mounds, etc.

Specs:		

Depending on size of household, number of inhabitants, and animals
living on the homestead
Plan to dedicate around 15 acres towards crop/planting space (keeping in
mind that crop space is integrated with livestock space)

Requirements: Use square foot gardening and silvopasture design
See Spacing of Crop in Figure 1.3 for basic spacing guidelines
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Crops

9. Structure
Suggestion:

Root cellar for storage

Cost:		

Depends on size/structure

Specs:		

Underground space (basement) that stays cool throughout the entire year
Must be large enough to store all crops from end of growing season, until
next growing season (in order to be 100% self-sufficient)

Requirements: Consistently cool in temperature
Dark
Good ventilation (to prevent mold and reduce ethylene build up)
Constant humidity level between 80-95%
Unfinished wood shelving/storage bins (naturally antibacterial)
Positive
Attributes:
Stores all crops in one place
Holds much more than a fridge
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Livestock

10. Suggestions
Suggestion:

Hen
Broiler
Turkey
Sheep
Beef Cow
Dairy Goat
Pigs
Dairy Cow
Horse
Choose livestock that best suit the needs of the inhabitants of the
homestead
When choosing livestock, ask these questions beforehand:
1. Is the output of the animal is directly usable on site?
2. Is the community around you in need of the animal output and
you have the means to help toward that?
3. Do you personally connect to the animals you have on site?
4. Is the space available to take care of the animals needs? 		
(Shelter space available)
5. Is the vegetation on site suitable for that type of animal? Or
does the plant composition need to be dramatically changed in
order to feed them?
6. Do you have the time/ability to respond to this animal’s needs?
7. Are the necessary means to keep an animal healthy, or heal it
when sick, available? (always assume the worst, that time WILL
need to be dedicated towards the animal’s health)

Cost:		

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
average annual costs

Requirements: Please research the requirements necessary for specific livestock/animals
before choosing to add them to the homestead
Each animal has it’s own specific needs
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Livestock

11. Space
Suggestion:

See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal spatial requirements

Specs:		

Livestock space is integrated with crop space
Specific space for livestock to spend most of their time, but gets moved
to specific areas of crops for quick periods of rotational grazing

Requirements: Housing space
Exercise space
Grazing/pasture space
Positive
Attributes:
Moving livestock to specific crop spaces for quick, rotational grazing
prunes the crops and helps them grow
While animals are grazing, they drop manure and fertilize the crops as
they go
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Livestock

12. Structure
Suggestion:

Approximately 2000 square foot barn

Cost:		

Around $32,000 = $16 per square foot x 2000 square feet
Wood barn: approximately $45 per square foot
Prefab metal barn: approximately $16 per square foot

Specs:		

Used for housing of livestock to protect from elements
Used for storage for livestock food and care products

Requirements: See Table 1.2: Spatial and Housing Requirements Per One Animal for
specific animal structural/housing requirements
Positive
Attributes:
Roof can act as additional space to add photovoltaic panels
Provides extra storage
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Example: Crops + Livestock applied to Site Plan
Cost:

Roughly $904,654 + unknown amount spent on site work, seed/seedlings,
plants, livestock

Specs:

35-Acre Site (please note this is just an example of a site, and in no way
will resemble the real site in question)

Positive
Attributes:

Off-grid and self-sustaining!

Gravity Fed Water Source
- Livestock fields sited to have direct access
to natural water source
- Crops are sited downslope to natural water
source, can be used if redirected to to irrigate
fields

Property Line
- Showing the boundary of a 35-Acre Site

Home
- Approximately 3000 square feet
- Located at highest point on site to allow
for:
- Views of entire site
- Greywater to flow down site

Existing Tree Coverage
- Consider leaving existing mature tree/brush
coverage for privacy
- Can be cut down and used for
lumber/timber in future

Barn
- Approximately 2000 square feet
- Located along main livestock area for
animal shelter
- Can be entirely enclosed, or have 1 side left
open

Perennials
- Less constructed area for perennial growth
- Can later be transformed into more specific
crop growing area based off of needs

Main Crop Area
- General outline of crops area
- Integrated with livestock area to allow for
rotational grazing

Main Livestock Area
- General outline of livestock area
- Main area used for rotational grazing and
livestock exercise area
- Integrated with crop area to allow for
rotational grazing

Swales for Water Collection
- Dig swales along topography contour lines
to collect water running down site and to
slow infiltration into soil

Constructed Pond
- Small ponds constructed to collect excess
site water runoff, integrated with swales

Natural, Living Enclosure
- Existing tree/shrub coverage used as natural
fencing if dense enough
- To make living fence more protective, plant
Seaberry in front of existing coverage, with
Black Locust infront of that

Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Reciprocal Relationship: Crops &
Livestock
- By allowing animals into main crop area
and perennial area for short periods of time
to graze tall grasses, reduces need for
pruning while simultaneously feeds the
animals

25'
10' 50'

D4 Site Plan
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Example: Crops + Livestock Reciprocal Relationship in Section
Specs:

Positive
Attributes:

Uses silvopasture design
Smaller/shorter crops and plants towards south
Larger/taller crops and plants towards north
Livestock graze tall grasses/understory
Allows all crops and plants to receive ample amounts of required sunlight
Animals and plants all help towards benefiting each other

Swales
- For downhill water flow collection
- Slows water infiltration into soil

Low-Canopy Trees
- Medium/Large fruit trees

Mid-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Shrubs
- Small/dwarf fruit trees
- Small nut shrubs like hazelnuts

Ground Crops
- Perennials
- Vegetables
- Herbs

High-Canopy Trees
- Nut trees, take 10-20 years to mature,
produce nuts for 200+ years

Understory
- Great for comfrey, mushrooms,
garlic, etc.
Mound for Plantings
- Mound is formed using the soil that has
been removed for the swale downhill from
the swale
- Mound can house cover crops and hedges
and eventually trees

Rhizosphere
- Great for growing root crops,
fungi, etc.
Short Herbs & Groundcover
- Great for herbs like mint and thyme,
or fiddleheads and leeks

Sample Site Section
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Understory
- For animals to graze

Vertical Growth
- Great for vines, legumes, etc.
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Connections: All Homestead Components

Water

Rainfall

Cistern

Central
Composting
Toilet

Gravity Fed

Swales,
Ponds

Crops,
Livestock

Groundwater

Well

Sinks,
Showers,
Laundry

Air

Electricity

Technology
Radiant
Floors

Radiation

PV Panels

Active Solar

Heat
Energy

Thermal
Mass

Captures Heat,
Releases Heat

Light
Energy

Trees,
Forest

Lumber,
Timber

Crop
Fields

Crop
Yield

Convection
Current

Air Flow

Laundry
to Landscape

Comfort, Homestead
Warmth Inhabitants
Masonry
Heater

Night Purge
Ventilation
Warm Air Out
Cool Air In

Whole
House Fan

ERV/HRV

Comfort,
Health
Active
Ventilation
Stale Air Out,
Fresh Air In

Wind

Crop
Yield

Solar
Greywater
Greenhouse

Microhydropower

Sun

Nutrients
for
Crops

Operable
Windows

Passive
Ventilation
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Thank You and Good Luck!
Thank you for taking the time to read through the Homestead Helper Handbook, this
is just a fraction of the preparation work that will need to be done in order to achieve your
own self-sufficient, off-grid, homestead, but it is a great start! Each and every homestead
will take it’s own shape, form, and methods to success, and figuring out what works best
for you and your homestead’s inhabitants will be the best part of the process. I wish you the
best of luck, and hope you find success!

Sincerely,
Courtney Jurzynski
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